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At santaclaramagazine.com you'll find not only
expanded articles and interviews, but also
slideshows, audio, and video.
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Everything is illuminated
BY C H R IS T I N E C O LE . For the first
time since the invention of the printing
press, artists have put quill pen to paper to
hand-write-in calligraphy-the Bible in its
entirety. The result is a wonder to behold. And
available to readers and gazers at Santa Clara.

Hold the line

Unbeatable: The SCU Men's NCAA
Soccer Championship at 20

MCKAY
WILSON.
At
Harlem's Frederick Douglass Academy,
basketball coach Pat Mangan '84 has built a
legendary program by making sure his players
have their priorities straight. Family first.
School second. Then hoops.

They stormed their way to the national
championship in 1989. And inaugurated
a new era for the sport on campus.
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t's a blessed thing to create a magazin~ at a school like Santa Clara-in
spnng and summer and fall and winter
to assemble stories about people and ideas, matters of the
mind and body and spirit, looking toward the future and learning
from the past and offering something that, we hope, has a value and
relevance and sizzle and electricity in the present. Needless to say, it's a team
effort when it comes to listening to the thrum and the rumble and melodies
around us and coaxing them into words and pictures and drawings, and
shaping the arc of the whole shebang on these pages.
Along with the crew at the top of the masthead, there is the rotating cast of
characters who are our writers for the departments (Mission Matters, Alumni in
the News, In Print) and the features at the center of SCM. Plus the interns who
research and fact-check and, once they learn the ropes, have their bylines. Plus
the copy editors who help keep our writerly ducks in a row. Plus our awardwinning photographers (a few of them this year) and wonderful designers who
mal<:esure those birds are showing off their plumage in fine form, We throw
ourselves into this work with exuberance and we also take this whole business
seriously, as do the University leaders, alumni, and scholars who devote their
time to serving on the advisory board-which, by the way, is the envy of many
a mag editor out there, and you wouldn't see what there is to admire in these
pages were it not for the vision and support that these folks have offered.
If you've enjoyed the look of SCM on the Web lately-chat would
lion's share of the credit goes to a
be at santa.claramagazine.com-the
pair of SCU students, Belinda Preno '11 and Samantha Precup '09,
who redesigned the online vehicle this summer. They handed the baton to
Christine Rasmussen '10, who works under the tutelage of Web Manager
Russ Morris Jr. And for the more-timely-and-user-friendly class note infrastructure, thanks go to a pair of wizards who re-engineered the mechanics
this year: Brian Washburn and Tony Pehanich.
The foundation of the whole lovely Santa Clara Magazine project, though,
is you, yourself, and ye. You're members of the big community whose stories
we tell here. And there are thousands of you who make financial contributions
every year that sustain this publication: taking the time to go online and chip in
a few bucks when you get the springtime appeal, or breaking out your checkbooks and sending us a note about what you're up to or what you thought
of the latest issue. Some folks can give in the hundreds of dollars, which is
fabulous, but it's equally heartwarming to see a check for $15 signed in a shaky
hand. It would always be easier to do nothing. So thank you for making this
possible. We hope you find some surprise and inspiration and delight within
these pages. And, in tune with our theme of mentors, maybe learn something
-about connections between Prussian statesmen and the NFL, mathematics
and opera and financial advice, Santa Clara tennis and Harlem basketball.
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enough general estimation to verify that
the Earth is severely
over-populated, but
an academic effort
would certainly
support the investment in the Team
California project.

Shine on, solar
decathletes
As an alumnus who has
personally invested a lot of
money in my own renewable
energy systems, I am happy
to see that SCU is continuing
the excellent effort to build
a sustainable house in the
International Solar Decathlon.
One of the things chat
should be published when
showing the house is how
much land area is required to
provide the necessary energy
and water to support both
humans and maintain our
flora and fauna. For example,
where I live, one needs about
five acres to get enough water;
a wild horse needs about 10
acres to get enough food.
The estimate should carefully note that 100 percent of
the land area cannot be devoted for human use; a more reasonable factor is 0.1 percent
to 1 percent, so that the rest
of nature can flourish. That
means if one acre is required
to produce enough energy
for one human, including all
necessary support structures
(even if not local), then at
least 100 acres should be set
aside per person.
One then can estimate
what a sustainable human
population would be, both as
an average and based on the
local conditions. I have done

DAVID SWEETMAN

MBA '85

Dye,; Nev.

Politics and religion
In the Fall 2009 issue of
Santa Clara Magazine, I
enjoyed the "Politics and
religion" article. This collision
course gives everyone a lot to
think about.
We can all agree that the
preservation of life is the number one instinct of humans. A
real problem exists for clergy
and politicians, as well as our
fellow believers, to connect all
the moral issues. Abortion is
the hot topic and deals with
the appreciation of the value
of life. To be consistent, the
appreciation of the value of
life must be all-inclusive.
It must be considered in all
issues: health care for all,
economic recovery, poverty,
immigration, the environment, war, racism, and others.
To pick one or the other of
these moral issues and make
it exclusive, as many do, especially in our two-party system,
indicates moral relativism,
and this leads to skepticism
of a.IIissues involved. This
skepticism stifles politicians
and the clergy, as well as
fellow believers. Thus, discussion ends, and dialogue is
nonexistent.
TOM

BESMER

Murphys, Calif

"Though I am a Stanford alumna,
my connection to SCU, via the

'60

Saving bounty
Elizabeth Svoboda's article
"Saving bounty" (Summer
2009) gives sensible advice
about improving safety for
industrial food systems, but
comes up short when it comes
to consumer choices. As Anne
Federwisch reports in ''A boxable feast" (Mission Matters)
in the issue, SCU students
Allie Dunn, Beth Tellman,
Francesca McKenzie, and
ochers have opted out of the
industrial food system by subscribing to a local Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA)
farm. CSA farms already are
totally accountable to their
customers, plus simple and
transparent in their operations. To CSA members, the
ca.IIin Svoboda's article for "all
farms to track all food" with
RFID chips supports a cruel
stratagem by Big Fast Food to
enmesh Small Slow Food in
their industrial safety problems, and the advice to "stay
safe, cook everything" is by
turns outrageous, laughable,
and unnecessary.
KEN EKLUND

'79

Sn11Jose

food, but the buyers have
inadequate purchasing power.
Why is it that the hungry
do not have adequate buying
power? In a free market, there
is an equation between the
wage and the work done.
When I was young (yes,
a long time ago) my pa.rents
and parents of my friends
would say, "Study. You don't
want to be a ditch digger, do
you?" Ditch diggers were paid
for hard physical work that
requires a human's animal ability but not intellectual ability. In our present economy,
machines dig ditches, and they
do it faster and cheaper. Now,
if you don't study, even digging ditches is not an option
because a machine has the job.
Technology takes away
jobsjobs-monotonous
but it challenges us to do
what a machine cannot do.
The challenge is to be smarter than a machine.
The Kennedy Administration [in the early 1960s]
canceled the Bracero Program
by which Mexican workers,
moscly agricultural, entered
the American market on a
temporary basis. Food experts

Hunger and
the market

Letters continued on page 4

I was very disappointed with
the article "Can we solve
hunger in our lifetime?" in
the Summer 2009 issue. Drew
Starbird clearly states the problem: It is not a problem of
production but a problem of
poverty. To solve the problem
of hunger, we must address
the much more complicated
problem of poverty. The six
suggestions in the article do
not address the problem. The
producers are supplying the

Write us!
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We welcome your letters
in response to articles.
santaclaramagazine.com
scmagazine@scu.edu
fax 408-554-5464
Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053- 1500
We may edit letters for style,
clarity, civility, and length.
Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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Lettersfi'om page 3
fretted, "What will happen to the tomato growers
with that cut in the labor
force?What will happen
to the price of tomatoes?"
I remember my colleague
Mario Belotti rather critically saying that California
agriculture would have to
employ the technology it
should be capable of creating.
It did! Machines began picking
tomatoes. One machine took
the place of more than 20 braceros. This year, California will
produce more than 13 million
tons of tomatoes, about twice
what was produced under the
Bracero Program.
Producers of other crops
for which they could not
find labor-saving technology
had to allow their crop to go
overseas to a country with
cheaper labor-that is, less
productive labor.
The problem of hunger in
America is not with the production of food. It is that technology challenges the wage
earner to stay ahead of the
level of technology. Either the
educational system has failed
to prepare the hungry to compete at our level of technology
or the hungry themselves have
not used the educational system to prepare themselves to
compete in this labor market.
RICHARD

COZ, S.J.
ProfessorE111erit11S
ofEco11omics,
SCU
Los Gatos

The gulf of wonder
Your Grand Canyon article
reminded me of a rather
unique experience flying
down the canyon in a Marine
Corps F-4B in 1971. At 400
knots, below the rim, it gives
one an interesting perspective.
Yes,we filed for the flight.
It was a beautiful flight. To
this day I wonder about a guy
on the observation deck at the
east end of the canyon: as two
4
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Whata view:KenHansen'68 overthe
GrandCanyon

F4Bs came shooting up from
the valley floor with the Grand
Canyon in the background,
whether he got a great picture
or had a heart attack.
Ah, to be young and have
access to an aircraft that goes
Mach 2!
KEN HANSEN '68
Los Alamitos, Calif.

'53

Sau Jose

I was pleased to see the cover
story on the Colorado River,
particularly as I read the subtitle, "It's about adventure and
environmental justice," as I
teach an environmental justice
course at SCU and conduct
research in that subject area.
Environmental justice focuses
on issues such as human equity and differential access in
relation to environmental benefits and burdens and democratic participation around
natural resource management
and decision-making processes
across race, class, gender, and
other social forces. Thus, I was
hoping to learn more about
how Patrick McVeigh '78
addresses these kinds of issues.
WINTER

2009
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FACEBOOK

On Secretary of
Homeland Security
Janet Napolitano '79
The Janet I remember was
bright, funny, incredibly
smart, and wise beyond her
years. I'm proud to have
graduated from the same college and class she did.
Go Janet. The people
who really know you love
you, and our hearts go out to
you while undertaking this
incredibly important task.
NORMAN

KLINE '79

R. DICOCHEA

Assista11tProfessorof
Eth11icStudies, SCU

A convert

I enjoy every issue of the
magazine, but this last one
(Fall 2009) was great. It's nice
to be updated on people I
know from our graduating
class and associated classes. I
liked "Honor your mother,"
and reading about Hannah
Montana was fun, but I especially liked the "Gulf of wonder" -what a beautiful thing.
LEO BALUSTRERI

That many people will potentially have access to the IMAX
film on the river and learn a
great deal from it is important.
An environmental justice
approach might further consider things such as the actual
process of creating the film,
issues of representation, and
social and economic considerations. All chis is to suggest
that perhaps you would consider a follow-up that explains
McVeigh's work regarding
issues of equity in relation to
che environmental concern at
the center of the film.

Though I am a Stanford
alumna, my connection to
SCU, via the Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute (OLLI),
has made me a Bronco convert. Your magazine is stellar!
Although over the years
I had often attended Mass
at the Mission Church, my
conversion to Broncoland was
spurred by my introduction to
the University more than three
years ago by way of OLLI.
The more I learned from both
Fr. Locatelli and Fr. Engh of
the inspiring Jesuit mission,
added to the energizing diversity of undergraduate students
and OLLI instructors, the
more I recognized that I had
found both a spiritual and an
emotional home. Santa Clara
Magazine,with its regularly
inspiring articles and reassurance that the next generation
is steeped in community service, reinforces the feeling of
inclusiveness.Add to that the
joy of sharing in the zest and
wise perspectives of the "older
Osher students" in the rewarding OLLI classeson campus.
Utterly irresistible!

Why did you choose
to attend SCU?
I chose to play soccer at SCU
over UCLA, Virginia, Texas,
Notre Dame, and Florida
because of the amazing education, beautiful campus, the
family feeling of the school
and alumni, and close proximity to surfing, snowboarding, and great job networking
opportunities.
JULIE JUAREZ

'07

Celebrating [my] 20-year
reunion, I continue to have
great love for SCU. What
brought me here was the size,
the learning environment, the
opportunity to exercise my
faith in Christ, caring professors, faculty, and staff. I met
and married my husband on
campus, have enjoyed serving
in a variety of volunteer roles,
and have been working for
SCU just over seven years.
Go Broncos!
CHARMAINE

WILLIAMS

'89

One of the main reasons was
SCU's excellent undergrad
business school. I also liked
the small class sizes and the
beautiful campus. Best choice
I ever made!

The reader report
his summer we conducted a survey of Santa Clara Magazine readers, and we
thought you might enjoy a snapshot of the results. The survey was sent to a
random sample of readers to provide statistically valid data, and it was part of
a national survey conducted by QUALTRICS, a professional surveying firm, in
conjunction with the Council of Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).
So what do SCM readers report? Across the board, 80 percent or more of readers rate the
magazine as good or excellent in terms of content, writing, design, and photography-which
puts us ahead of national averages. Highest marks go to our covers. In terms of topics, readers
are most interested in: SCU history and traditions, alumni, class notes, campus growth, higher
education, business and industry, science and technology, and the environment.
Sixty percent spend 30 minutes or more with each issue, with strong preference for
reading SCM in print versus online. Readers value the connection the magazine provides,
the information on the University and alumni, and the breadth of topics overall. Sixty-five
percent see SCM as a generally objective source of information on SCU.
We also received hundreds of individual comments. Here are some representative responses:
what readers like, dislike, and what they would change. We welcome your comments, too.
For more on the survey, or to give us a piece of your mind, visit santaclaramagazine.com.
-Steven Boyd Saum

T

What do you like most?

What do you like least?

What would you change?

I like its engagement of important and even
controversial issues, and the clear evidence
of the University's (meaning its people's)
concerned involvement in the real world. It is
an institution helping make the world a better
place-joining theory and practice.

Class Notes, speaking from the perspective of
a (more) recent alum, are not very relevant to
me and helping me build my network, which I
do understand may be a reflection of my class,
the rise of online networking sites, etc.

Tackle more controversial issues, whether
relating to the church, politics, or personal
matters. Present more critical views of alumni,
the institution, religion. Great to hear about
accomplishments, but shortcomings and challenges are generally more interesting.

Information about my classmates. It is heartwarming to learn that the next generation of
students (and faculty) are focused on issues
important to the ideals of a Jesuit institution.
It shows how far the University has progressed
since I graduated almost 60 years ago, and
the extremely high quality of the student body
and faculty over the years.

Santa Clara Magazine is the
best alumni magazine I have
seen, and I have nine siblings
who attended undergrad
and grad programs all around
the country.
Santa Clara Magazine is tops on my list: up
there with the Economist, Health Magazine,
0 the Oprah magazine! It is snappy, provocative, colorful, interesting with just the right
balance of local and global issues. Keep up
the good work!
The articles are always so interesting and leave
me with a much greater appreciation of what
goes on at SCU and makes me feel much
more connected. I truly look forward to receiving it and read it from cover to cover.

It's too student-centered. I would like it to be
more alumni-focused with news from alumni
and on current or retired professors, [though]
exceptional student stories and inspirational
profiles are a welcome addition.
SCU was built on the success of its alumni.
Most of the alums that contribute made good
money in the business world.
Too much emphasis on the "green" movement. Stewardship has been around "forever"
as far as our Catholic beliefs are concerned,
and all the emphasis on "green" activities
portrays the University as if it were buying into
a political agenda.
I guess I have a liberal bent so I can get irked
at letters or complaints from my more conservative classmates. Having said that, I am glad
that the editorial board is open to a diversity
of opinions.
I would love to see more stories about the University's reach beyond Silicon Valley, and more
about alumni outside Northern California.
No comics:)

As a student who took dance as a minor
there, I would love to see more of the talent in
that department highlighted. Perhaps an arts
and entertainment segment each issue? I also
love to see pictures of the campus ...it brings
me back there.

Focus on the campus. Give
me a sense of what is really
going on at Santa Clara.
I'd enjoy a historical interest section. Include
photos of artifacts, architecture, and other sites
of interest. Tell us the stories of the past, and
introduce us to those who came before us.
Environmental edition-climate change, displaced societies, energy policy, developed vs.
developing nations, not less favorable treatment
of one nation over another...these issues speak
to the SCU core values, but I cannot remember
when they last hit the pages of SCM.
Please keep the magazine in print. Online
reading is not an enjoyable option for me.
Plus until last year, I always needed the hard
copy to pass along to my father, who financed
my degree, so he could read it and we could
discuss the interesting articles.

MARIA RUIZ '07

VILMA KENNEDY
PALLETTE

It smells good.

Sau Jose

LOGAN CHANDLER

EJWEr\cLUSIVES
See more on the reader survey at
santaclaramagazine.com

the Center for Student Leadership,
Associated Students, the Santa Clara
Community Action Program, and the
Activities Programming Board. The
ground floor in the new center will be
a 6,000-square-foot open hall where
student organizations will be given
priority to schedule events.
Back from Rome for the occasion,
Chancellor Locatelli called the building
"the next in a long line of construction projects that have changed the
University," buildings that together
serve as important gathering places for
"students, scholars, and friends." He
thanked a number of those presentincluding members of the Locatelli family and his Jesuit brothers-and shared
appreciation for students who not long
ago rounded out his education by introducing him to ln-N-Out Burger.
New for alumni, too

Capital. The family was on hand for
the groundbreaking, and MatthewsStevens wiped back happy tears at the
podium. "It was a stretch financially
for my parents to send me here,"
she acknowledged. "But it was a
stretch. Thank you, Mom
worthwhile
Breaking ground for the new Paul L. Locatelli
She encouraged all the
Dad."
and
Student Activity Center
"lucky students" out
there who would use
"It was a stretch
Fr. Locatelli exhibited a
ith a cloud of dust and a
the new center to enjoy
financially for my
boundless energy and deep
mighty cheer, 16 shovels
their time at Santa Clara,
parents to send me
concern for students (a fact
plunged into the earth
value the bonds of
to
noted by more than one
here, but it was a
between the Leavey Center and Buck
they were
friendship
speaker at the ceremony), so it's worthwhile stretch.
Shaw Stadium on the afternoon of
to "give
and
building,
only appropriate that the hub
Sept. 28 to mark the symbolic
Thank you,
can."
you
when
back
of student activities on campus
beginning of construction of a new
Mom and Dad."
Trustee
Clara
Santa
bears his name.
edifice to rise on campus: a student
Mary Matthews-Stevens '84
Mike Carey '7 4 emceed
The new building was
activity center named in honor of
the event. Among the
made possible thanks to a
Chancellor Paul L. Locatelli, S.J. '60.
was Congresswoman
present
dignitaries
$7 million donation from Mary
As president from 1988
that "we are
said
who
Eshoo,
Anna
Matthews-Stevens '84 and husband
to 2008,
shoes
our
on
dust
the
gathering
Mark Stevens, a partner in the
gift that
"great
a
celebrate
to
today"
venture capital firm Sequoia
will last for decades and decades to
come." Speaking on behalf of SCU
students was Sean Brachvogel '10,
student body president. He welcomed
the move from the basement of the
Benson Center to the new building,
whose second floor will be home to

CAMPUS

Dig in!

W

The new building has been some five
years in the planning. In terms of
architecture and engineering, it raises
the bar on campus for energy efficiency.
Central skylight shafts bring sunlight
through to the ground floor, trellises
and overhangs reduce direct solar gain,
and building water runoff is diverted to
planting areas. These and other features
will allow the building to exceed
California energy-efficiency standards
by 25 percent. Construction is slated
for completion in June 2010.
The new construction brings
one notable change for alumni: a
renovation of Kerr Alumni Park,
which will be relocated next to the
new student center. Originally created
in 1975, the park was designed,
built, and landscaped by alumni and
volunteers and has hosted barbecues,
reunions, student receptions, and
numerous other events. In 2003 it
was renamed in honor of former
Alumni Association Director Jerry
Kerr '61 in recognition of his more
than 30 years' service to the University.
Alumni Association Executive Director
Kathy Kale '86 expressed hopes that
the many people who had created
and cherished the park will "join us
later this year as we begin to create
new memories at our new outdoor
gathering spot." SBS 9

CONVOCATION

of the Earth; the very nature of a Jesuit
humanistic education; the theological
and philosophical traditions that inform
both Jesuit and Catholic teaching on
sustainability; and Ignatian spirituality
Embracing a new academic
that sees God at work in all things and
year-and the Jesuit School
that calls human beings to a reverence
of Theology
for creation." He also said, "Santa Clara
offers a distinctive academic approach
resident Michael Engh, S.J.,
to sustainability as an issue related to
began his first convocation by
longstanding Jesuit and Catholic comacknowledging that we are living
mitments to social justice, especially for
in "sobering times," when neighboring
the poorest and most vulnerable."
universitiesare cutting faculty and staff
Concerns for the immediate future
positions and turning away students. But
focused on finances. And Fr. Engh
in his Sept. 15 address he
1
acknowledged the chal--~
~4•
went on to describe much
lenges this year posed for
happening on campus and
staffing and populating the
in the greater Santa Clara
incoming undergraduate
University community that
classes. He noted that the
should lift hearts.
University has allocated
Faculty and staff
more than $857,000 in
gathered in the Mission
emergency financial aid
Church on a warm after"Santa Clara offers
for students whose faminoon for a talk focused on
a distinctive
lies have been negatively
the future, both long and
academic approach
by the economic
affected
short range. The merger
to sustainability as
downturn.
of the Berkeley-based
an issue related to
President Engh also
Jesuit School of Theology
longstanding
commended staff and fac(JST) with Santa Clara is
Jesuit and Catholic
ulty involved in developing
one very positive achievecommitments to
the new Core Curriculum.
ment of the year, Fr. Engh
social justice,
More than 350 courses
said. JST officially became
especially for the
have been approved along
a graduate school of SCU
poorest and most
with 19 Pathways, which
in July. Joint lectures, provulnerable."
are themed course groupgramming, and classes will
ings that allow students to
benefit religious education
make cross-discipline connections.
of students of JST and other schools of
The president said he'd learned a
the University.
lot during the past nine months in 37
Strategic planning
"listening sessions" he hosted, asking
A big part of Fr. Engh's talk emphasized
the groups of faculty or staff gathered,
the University's commitment to
"What do you want the president to
sustainability. The latest University
know?" He heard many positive things
Strategic Plan, still in development,
about the warmth, creativity, phiarticulates this commitment, he said,
losophy, and integrity of SCU. He also
noting that sustainability is part and
heard concerns about budget, staffing,
parcel of a Jesuit humanistic education.
overextension, new programs, school
In his inaugural address last April,
identity, and tradition.
President Engh called for Santa Clara
He paused after listing staff and
to be a champion for environmental
faculty concerns to announce: "All has
justice. He noted that some have asked
been addressed and all problems have
for a "clearer focus and definition" of
been solved!" There were cheers and
what he meant. In terms of its connecapplause. It was a light moment in a
tion to SCU's strategic planning, he said
speech that addressed consequential
the notion of sustainability is rooted
matters with optimism, enthusiasm,
in "contemporary widespread concerns
and gratitude. Lisa Taggart e
about the environment and the future

Come together
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By the numbers
Class

ENROLLMENT

of 2013
enrollment

Top recruiter
Michael B. Sexton joins SCU as the new vice president of
enrollment management.

W

hen Mike Sexton moved
into his office in Varsi 1:f
all
this September, he was m
familiar territory. A decade ago, his
daughter Lauren Sexton Forrno '02 was
an undergrad at the Mission campus.
Now Sexton has augmented his status
as proud parent with a new role: SCU's
vice president of enrollment management, charged with helping
chart the course for student
recruitment, enrollment,
diversity, and financial aid.
How he directs these efforts
will play a large part in the
University's future success. And it will
determine which
students will be
shaped by-and,
in turn shapethe University for
years to come.
This summer,
SCU's Director
of Marketing
Margaret Avritt
interviewed Sexton
for SCM to get
a handle on his
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10,226 applicants for the
Class of 2013-about
100 more
than the year before.

Native
American
0.3%

approaches and philosophy of
enrollment management. Here
is an edited transcript.

1,085 freshmen enrolled130 fewer than the year before.
M

e

0ut-of- 9
state
39%

How do admission professionals
go about shaping the incoming
class so that it reflects the
institution's goals and mission?

Getting the right information to the
right person at the right time. Our
identification of potential in students
is much more than what their SAT
score is, what their grade point average is. GPA is the spongiest num~er
in the world these days. Context ts the
important part. We get applications
here from more than 2,000 different
high schools, and we've seen every
conceivable grading scale and weighting scheme you can imagine. What's
behind the number is more likely to tell
us the person's chances for being academically successful and for flourishing
in this kind of a rigorous environment.
How do you figure out what's
behind those numbers?

It's a very labor-intensive process. It's
curriculum, where the students went
to school, what's been available to
them, what they chose to take, how
well they did, and what the trend line
was like from ninth through
12th grade. All of that can
C.V. for the VP
be
masked by a cumulative
Age: 57
GPA. You need human eyes
Education: B.S. in mathematics,
on this. So there's a lot of
State University of New York,
staff time spent looking at
Buffalo; M.A. in college student
personnel, Bowling Green State
what's behind the numbers.
University
After prospective stuExperience: Four years teaching
dents fill out the Common
high school mathematics
Application and the supplefollowed by 30 years in enrollment, they have to ask themment management for Lewis &
selves, "Is there something
Clark College in Portland, Ore.;
else Santa Clara should know
Rhodes College in Memphis,
Tenn.; Juniata College in
about me that there wasn't a
Huntingdon, Pa.
blank for?" If there is, they
need to get it in their applica-

8

International
2%

2009

Amid a tumultuous year for college
enrollment across the country,
a record number of students
applied to Santa Clara again this
past year. Here are the numbers
and what they mean.

242 transfer students enrolledabout 100 more than the year
before. With this mix of incoming
freshmen and transfer students,
along with strong retention, the
overall enrollment target was met.
SBS

■ Gender ■ Race ■ Where's
home?

tion files-by writing about it in their
essay or their short-answer questions.
After we've answered whether we
can predict academic success for students based on what we see, then we
get to ask: How is that student going
to contribute to the Santa Clara campus? How is that student spoken of
by his or her high school counselor, by
his or her teachers? What kind of citizen has that person been? That's not
a formula.
What do you think about rankings as
guides in the college search?

That's an interesting question. Many
guides and their websites do contain
valuable information-everything
from
objective data that the colleges report
to single student quotes, sometimes
taken out of context. Statistics-laden
guides are a great place to start, but
I advise against letting someone else
decide which of those statistics should
be most important to you in your college search.
I'm now on a committee for the
National Association for College
Admission Counseling that is meeting
with US. News & WorldReport.We had
our first meeting this fall. I went into
this letting them know that I'm kind of a
skeptic about this. I'm also on the board
for the Education Conservancy, a non-

9

profit organization that works to overcome commercial interference in college
admissions by affirming educational values and looking more at outcomes.
No one can know the "best" institution for a student unless you know the
student. Each student does have to do
college research-but each student also
needs to do an honest self-assessment
before deciding where he/she might
want to wake up for the next four years.
Remember, knowledge is power.
Your daughter, Lauren, is associate
director of admissions at Eastside
Preparatory School in suburban
Seattle. How did you experience
SCU when she was here?

Probably in a way that no other
admissions officer knows. It was a great
insight to know her before she got
here and then to watch the maturing
that took place. Most telling, when she
was home on break, or even since she's
graduated, has been hearing her say
phrases that didn't come from our house.
They didn't come from her high school.
They occurred from her learning here.
Before she moved to Seattle, where
she married Jason Forrno '02, she spent
three years in San Jose working with
students at a nonprofit called Friends
Outside. The work that she did was, in
large part, because of exposure to the
Eastside Project in San Jose. It resonated
with her. We never expected that part
of her to blossom the way it did and
for her ultimately to choose a career in
education. 9

SCU is No. 3
on the planet
Team California's Refract House
shines at the 2009 International
Solar Decathlon.

A

team of students from Santa
Clara and California College
of the Arts set out to show that
green living is not a compromise. They
wanted to prove that a solar-powered
house can be a thing of beauty and a
marvel of engineering and a place you
would want to call home. They named
themselves Team California and called
what they wrought the Refract House.
Over the course of nine days, tens
of thousands of folks came to the
solar village on the National Mall
in Washington, D.C., to see their
house and 19 others. The consensus of visitors to the Refract
House end of the Solar Village:
Fabulous-when can we move in?
Finally, on the drizzly morning of October 16, when the
contest points were tallied in
this year's International Solar
Decathlon, when 20 teams of
students and scores of fans and
well-wishers crowded into a tent
and it was time for the envelope,
please, there they were: Team
California-with a house lauded
as "beautiful in every way"-No. 3
on the planet. The crowd went wild.
The biennial competition, sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy, is
open to universities around the world.
Ten contests comprise the competition,
including engineering, architecture, hot
water, appliances, and net meteringwhich tracks whether the houses
produce enough power to be selfsufficient or, better, give power back
to the grid. More than 250 students
worked to construct the Refract House
on the SCU campus before it was taken
apart and hauled to Washington for the
final leg of the competition.
In the 2007 decathlon, a team
from Santa Clara earned the No. 3
spot despite scoring 18th out of 20 in
architecture. This year the team earned
first place in architecture, dazzling folks

SANTA

with a C-shaped house with cantilevered wings that seemed to float above
the ground. The team also earned
the top spot in communications.
Engineering is one of the key contests,
and there the innovations earned the
team second place. The team also
earned second in appliances and home
entertainment and third in market
viability and hot water.
Overall first place went to a team
from Technische Universtat Darmstadt
in Germany, with second place going to
University of Illinois.
While in Washington, Team
California members met with senators
Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer,
as well as with representatives Mike

California
sun:In the front row,from left,areSean
Irwin'09, RobertNavarro'10,AllisonKopf'11,James
Reites,S.J.,andKadeeMardula'11.

Honda, Zoe Lofgren J.D. '75, and
Sam Farr, who attended law school
at Santa Clara. Team project manager
Allison Kopf '11 shared with the
members of Congress one important
lesson the team had learned (in addition to how to get engineers and
architects to talk to one another): "We
now, as a team, look at every problem
as a challenge, and we look at how to
solve it." This bodes well for the future.
Molly Gore '10 and SBS

9
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Look for more on the Solar Decathlon in
the Spring 2010 SCM. In the meantime,
check out videos, slideshows, and more
at santaclaramagazine.com.
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Forging a warrior

US. News hints that this category is
meant to help make up for some of the
shortcomings of the methodology used
in the general survey.
But SCU doesn't fare badly in overall
rankings, either. Santa Clara is again
ranked No. 2 among 115 master's universities in the West, and the University
is singled out in a number of other ways:

Top cadet Benny Tran '10
very summer thousands of Arrny ROTC cadets descend on Fort Lewis,
Wash., for the grueling 29-day Leader Development and Assessrnent
Course. Known as Operation Warrior Forge, it's the capstone training
prograrn frn·future Army lieutenants. They learn how to identify and defeat improvised explosive devices. They jump 30 feet from a rope bridge into water, and
they take on the slide for life. This summer the cadet who earned the top spot
among the 400-strong 1st Regirnent was SCU student Benny Tran '10.
The recognition marks Tran as one of the top cadets in the nation. He's a
Honolulu native studying biology with a biomedical emphasis, and last sumrner he
volunteered for Airborne School and jumped from a C-130 at 1,250 feet. He was
also part of the "heavy team" in the Bataan Memorial Death March marathon at
White Sands, N.M., completing the rnarathon with arrny combat uniform, boots,
35-pound rucksack and water. This year he was captain of the "light learn,"
which took third place.
Tran was joined by a dozen other SCU cadets in Warrior Forge. Their creed
says they are scholars and apprentice soldiers enl1ancingskills in the science of
warfare and the art of leadership.They ask, "May God give me the compassion
and judgment to lead and the gallantry in battle to win." SBS

E

TRUSTEES

Six new members join SCU's board
Richard Justice '71
Former senior vice president,
Worldwide Field Operations,
Cisco Systems Inc.

William Leahy, S.J.
President, Boston College

Justice helped develop and drive Cisco
Systems' overall business strategy and led
the sales organization, which consists
of nearly one-third
of the company's
employees. Prior to joining Cisco, he
was a general manager at HewlettPackard. Justice has previously served
on SCU's Board of Regents.
Timothy R. Lannon, S.J.
President, Saint Joseph's University

In his fourth year as
president, Fr. Lannon
continues to boost
Saint Joseph's academic profile, an effort
that includes recently
endowed faculty chairs
and student scholarships, the hiring of faculty, upgraded
student housing, and other achievements. He serves on the boards of
several schools and organizations in
Philadelphia.

Under Leahy's tenure as president
since 1996, Boston
College's endowment has more than
doubled, the campus
has expanded by
almost 150 acres,
and undergraduate applications have
surpassed 30,000. Leahy joined the
Society of Jesus in 1967 and holds
degrees from Saint Louis University, the
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley,
and Stanford University.
John Ocampo '79
Co-founder, owner, and president,
Gaas Labs LLC

Before co-founding
Gaas Labs, a semiconductor private
equity firm, Ocampo
held successive and
simultaneous top
positions at Sirenza
Microdevices Inc.
from 1985 to 2007. He currently
serves on SCU's School of Engineering
Industry Advisory Board.

Stephen Schott '60
President and owner,
Citation Homes Central

A former managing partner of the
Oakland P.:s,Schott
is president and CEO
of Citation Homes
Central and leads
Santa Clara Valley
Housing and Award
Homes. He serves on the boards of
numerous charities and organizations.
Schott previously served on the Board
as a trustee beginning in 1988.
Charmaine Warmenhoven
Former teacher and administrator

Warmenhoven's
teaching and
administrative
career in special
education and disability ministry
spans 25 years.
She has also served
as associate director of special ministries at the Diocese of San Jose and
director of the Scott Parker School
for Special Needs in North Carolina.
Warmenhoven is a board member of
numerous endowment foundations.
Marisa SoHs
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Making the lists
Best 371

I

n the 2010 edition of The Best 371
Colleges,the Princeton Review's
annual rankings tome, you'll find
Santa Clara University listed as a top
school for undergraduate education. In
addition, as in the 2009 survey, SCU
scores 96 out of 100 for sustainability
efforts. And the Best 37J's narrative
section observes that SCU's Jesuit ethos
"develops better-rounded students
who are more aware of the world
around them" and that there is a "large
emphasis on immersion trips and
getting students to volunteer and to go
out into the community."
There's a bit of whimsy in the
"Survey says ... " column, where SCU
students report: ''Athletic facilities are
great. Career services are great. School
is well run. Students are happy." (It also
reports student fondness for beer and
other beverages.) The "Inside Word"
listing gives kudos to SCU's enrollment
efforts: "Each year, the Santa Clara
admissions office works hard to assemble a diverse incoming class. The result

• SCU's undergraduate engineering
program is ranked No. 19 in the
country.
• SCU is included in a list of 80 colleges and universities distinguished
for undergraduate teaching.
• A section titled "Programs to Look
For" highlights both SCU's residential learning communities and its
service learning programs. US. News
also notes that SCU was named to
the 2008 U.S. President's Higher
Education Community Service
Honor Roll for community service
programs and student involvement.

is a student body with large Asian and
Hispanic populations; this isn't your
typical lily-white private school."

The report from U.S. News
The 2010 edition of the granddaddy
of rankings, America'sBest Colleges,
published by US. News & World
Report, singles out SCU as among
"Top Up-and-Coming Schools." This
category was the result of a survey
of college presidents, provosts, and
admissions deans asked to list 10
schools making "improvements in academics, faculty, students, campus life,
diversity, and facilities." In addition,

• SCU has the highest average freshman retention rate-93 percent-of
master's universities in the West.
• SCU's average undergraduate
graduation rate-85 percent-is
the second highest in the country
among all national master's level
universities. SBS ®>

Money matters
SCU scores high salaries for grads, and No. 2 for marketing majors
Is the high cost of private-university
tuition worth it? Along those lines, a new
survey provides some food for thought where Santa Clara
is concerned: Undergraduate degree recipients from SCU earn
salaries that rank in the top 20 nationwide.
Earlier this year, Pay-Scale, a compensation database that
evaluates salaries worldwide, looked at self-reported salaries
from graduates of more than 600 universities in the United
States, comparing median salaries at starting level (two years'
experience) and at midcareer (15 years' experience). The median entry level for Santa Clara grads was $58,000. At midcareer,
Broncos are bringing in a median $111,000. That's in the top 4
percent of universities surveyed and higher than schools such
as Columbia, Brown, and the University of Chicago. Survey
results were reported in the New York Times blog Economix.

The survey also ranked Santa Clara as the second-most popular school for marketing managers. Professor Shelby McIntyre,
chair of SCU's marketing department, said that statistic should
come as no surprise. Just locally, he notes, there is "an army of
SCU grads behind virtually every Silicon Valley company."
In related news, a story in BusinessWeek in September
reported that nationwide-and particularly at schools including SCU and Emory University-the business major is seeing a
surge in popularity. At SCU, that's meant a 13 percent increase
in enrollment at the Leavey School of Business. Drew Starbird,
interim dean of the business school, told Business Week that
"many families look on [higher education] as an investment.
It can pay off in a lot of different ways, and one of the ways it
pays off is in a job and a higher salary down the road."
Katie Powers '09
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Can we talk?
Aneesh Chopra, the White House chief technology officer, joins
lawmakers and tech leaders to assess the State of the Net.
The resulting sugis absolutely no
reason on Earth we
gestions have since
shouldn't have the
been added to the
most innovative and effective
policy-making pipegovernment in the world,"
line. The process
Aneesh Chopra told a crowd
offers one example
at SCU on Aug. 5. Chopra is
of how government
the nation's first federal chief
can-and shouldtechnology officer, and he
use technology in
was on campus as part of the
transformative ways,
third annual State of the Net
Chopra said.
West Conference. One of his
Representatives
priorities since taking office
in
the House
in May has been opening up
Sponsored
by SCU's
government to more public
"We are going to
High
Tech
Law
input-which he acknowlhave
to
find
a
way
Institute
(HTLI)
in
edged hasn't been all roses.
conjunction
with
the
to harness online
Earlier this year, Chopra
Congressional
oversaw creation of a website learning capabilities
Internet Caucus
where the public could post,
and other emerging
Advisory
Committee,
vote on, and amend ideas for technologies."
the
State
of
the Net
making government more
ANEESH CHOPRA
West
is
a
budding
transparent and inclusive.
SCU tradition,
Naturally, not all results got
bringing Washington
the same consideration. The
leaders
to
Silicon
Valley
to talk with
site made a tempting soapbox for UFO
academics,
indusny
insiders,
and others.
believers and "birthers," the conspiracy
This
year's
event
featured
three
members
theorists convinced that President
of
Congress.
SCU
alumna
Rep.
Zoe
Obama is not a U.S. citizen and is
Lofgren
J.D.
'75,
chairwoman
of
the
ineligible to serve as president.
California
Democratic
Congressional
But the site's users separated the
Delegation, who represents much of
wheat from the chaff themselves,
Santa
Clara County, was joined by
identifying and refining the best ideas
two
gentlemen
from Virginia, Rep.
with editing tools akin to Wikipedia's.

"There
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Rick Boucher (D) and Rep. Bob
Goodlatte (R), co-chairs of the House
Internet Caucus.
Discussions ranged from online privacy to broadband access in poor areas
to immigration law. Lofgren is one of
a handful of members of Congress to
have practiced immigration law. While
foreign-born high-tech workers with
advanced degrees are essential in Silicon
Valley, she said, tech-savvy immigrants
are increasingly moving to other countries out of frustration with bureaucratic backlogs with visas.
"Ten years ago, if you asked immigrants in Silicon Valley, they would say
this is the best place in the world to
work," Lofgren said. "Now there's a lot
of hesitation."

The rock star
Formerly Virginia's secretary of technology, Chopra was on his first visit to
Silicon Valley as the nation's CTO. His
arrival brought out a scrum of reporters clamoring for interviews. Surveying
from 100,000 feet, Chopra said national policy has not kept up with the rapid
rise in use of technology in a country
where cell phones are now more common than dishwashers. But smart
technology policy must be part of the
answer if America is to successfully
tackle challenges like strains on the
energy grid, health insurance reform,
and access to higher education.
"No matter how you look at it, if
we are to achieve our higher education
attainment goals, we are going to have
to find a way to harness online learning
capabilities and other emerging technologies," Chopra said.
Eric Goldman, director of the
Santa Clara law school's
HTLI, assessed that
Talkingtechand
the conference brought
immigration:
from left to
together two worlds that
right:Rep.Rick
are often cocooned in
Boucher,
D-VA;
their own concerns. "The
Rep.ZoeLofgren
real upside here is to help
JD. '75, D-CA;
the
Silicon Valley comandRep.Bob
munity
engage the D.C.
Goodlatte,
R-VA
machine and hopefully
interject our thought process into it," Goldman
said. Sam Scott '96 G!)

RESEARCH

Let it snow,
let it snow ...
and not melt
too soon

A

nip in the air. Holidays around
the corner. Best of all, those
big, fat, soft white flakes floating down on the ponderosa pines up at
Sugar Bowl, Heavenly Valley, or Mount
Shasta. That lovely, neck-deep snowfall in the Sierras is part of the annual
accumulation of snow in Northern
Hemisphere mountains around the
world, and it comes around as reliably as the New Year. But the elevation
at which snow falls, and when snow
melts, is changing.
Environmental Studies Professor Iris
Stewart-Frey has been exploring seasonal snowpack over decades and trying to measure its variability. Drawing
on mountains of data for an article
that recently appeared in the journal
HydrologicalProcesses,she describes the
many factors that raise or reduce snowpack and snowmelt. Climate change
appears to be key.
In midlatitudes in the Northern
Hemisphere, warming temperatures
have increasedprecipitation. That in
turn boosts snowpack in high elevations, where temperatures remain cold
all winter. But at lower elevations,
warmer temperatures mean more rain
and less snow, and what snow there is
melts sooner.
More rain in mountain regions can
be a short-term gain, as it immediately
boosts streamflow, but that comes at
the expense of streamflow in July. In
the past, mountain snowpack has long
served as an arid region's essential cold
storage unit-a natural reservoir that
slowly releases much-needed water
during warmer months to the dry, hot
valleys below. And it provides "the
primary source of water for large popu-

"We will have to stretch
less water to go further
and will have to make
some hard choices."
IRIS STEWART-FREY

lations," Stewart-Frey notes. Those
populations will now have to cope with
drier late summers and autumns.
In California, measurements in
some areas show a trend of earlier and
earlier spring runoff-a "spring pulse
onset"-as much as 20 days earlier
than 1948 levels. But that's only the
beginning. Stewart-Frey predicts that,
if trends of early snowmelt continue,
"streamflow timing might shift by 30
to 40 days by the end of the century."
What scientists are discovering
about coral reefs and arctic tundrathat some of our planet's natural features
are more fragile than others-appears to
pertain to snow-capped mountains too.
First, mountains get more precipitation than surrounding areas, as moist
air rises when it reaches them. Also,
mountain snowpack is very responsive
to atmospheric circulation patterns.
Then there is the important combination of temperature and precipitation:

SANTA

That wonderful ski-ready powder piling
up at Lake Tahoe often remains relatively close to 32 degrees Fahrenheit, so
it's very sensitive to small temperature
increases. Finally, just as in the arctic,
large areas of white snow cover reflect
sunlight; darker earth or water absorbs
light. So reduced snowpack equals
increasing heat at ground level, resulting in what scientists call snow-albedo
<fl) feedback. The warmer it gets, the
warmer it gets.
California's water woes are, of
course, all too familiar. But StewartFrey notes that the political decisions
affecting water will get even tougher.
"We will have to stretch less water to
go further and will have to make some
hard choices," she writes.
And not only in California. StewartFrey researched measurements taken in
the European Alps, Siberian uplands,
and the Tibetan plateau. Many (though
not all) studies point to reductions
around the globe in levels of winter
water storage. In Finland, greater precipitation has meant "greater maximum
snow depth, but a shorter duration
of the snow cover." So even in places
where accumulated snow still gets very
deep, an earlier melt-out could still
mean dried-up streams by early fall.
The worst danger areas? Central
Asia and Chile. Some regions are "in
the very precarious situation of experiencing large population growth, as
well as a temporary increase in water
resources due to glacial melt," StewartFrey writes. "By the time water derived
from glacial melt decreases, a larger
population will be accustomed to a
larger flow, without the resources or
infrastructure that exist in California
and the U.S." John Deever e

fJWEE\cLUSIVES
Read Iris Stewart-Frey's paper at
santaclaramagazine.com.
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Take it to the ridge

Making the case in Hungary

S

olving real-world business case
studies is as essential to an
MBA program as paprika is to
Hungarian goulash. But not every MBA
candidate heads for Europe to propose
solutions-and rarely to the business
owners themselves.

Allbusiness:
fromleft,Danielle
Wenzel,
Andrew
Tseng,MichaelEnos,andIreneCermeno

In June, a four-person team from
the Leavey School of Business tied
for first place at an international case
competition held in Budapest by
IAMA, the International Food and
Agribusiness Management Association.
Irene Cermeno MBA '11, Michael
Enos MBA '11, Andrew C.S. Tseng
MBA '09, and Danielle Wenzel
MBA '11 defeated eight other teams
from universities in Hungary, Canada,
and Australia. They also beat large
U.S. ag schools such as Purdue and
Texas A&M.
In its first case, the Santa Clara team
explored how Banffi, an expanding
family-owned Hungarian seltzer producer, could meet European Union
regulations and extend its market
beyond the provincial town of Szeged.

14
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Strategies proposed included revitalizing the product by adding flavor and
investing capital in retooling the bottling systems.
Santa Clara went on to the finals
against three other teams. All formed
strategies for Green Care Amsterdam,
a Dutch program
serving the disabled, ex-prisoners,
the homeless,
and former drug
addicts. Green
Care transports its
clients to 700 fully
operational farms
in the Netherlands,
where they gain
experience while
providing farmers with free and
much-needed
labor. As the
case study noted,
"Working on a
farm contributes to
self-esteem, social
skills, rehabilitation, inclusion,
responsibility, physical health, and
a sense of purpose." The challenge
was how to make the operation really
take off.
"We recommended that Green Care
form a strong board of directors," SCU
student Enos said. His experience in
nonprofit management told him that an
active board, representing many stakeholders, would offer useful oversight
and guidance. "We also suggested an
accreditation program so farmers could
legitimize program operations," Enos
said. A cheese producer could affix a
Green Care label to its products, and
consumers could make purchases knowing they were supporting a program with
important social benefits. The team also
recommended that the board collect a
variety of data, such as client recidivism
rates, with metrics to show how people
were being helped. JD GI

2009

National grant honors student
environmental studies team

S

eniors Kelly Ferron and
Christina Hagerty are teaming
up to study an endangered plant
found only in the serpentine soils south
of Santa Clara Universiry. The duo was
awarded a prestigious $6,000 grant
from the Clare Boothe Luce Program
last May to research Dudleya setchellii,
a yellow-blooming perennial found in
southern Santa Clara County.
Because of its limited range, the
plant has not been the focus of extensive research previously. It was federally
listed as endangered in 1995. Hagerry
and Ferron plan to take a census and
study its bloom pattern to map out a
life cycle-key to understanding the
plant's role in the ecosystem of the lowmineral soils of Coyote Ridge, about 25
miles from the Mission campus.
"Basically, we're going to try and
figure out what's going on in the hopes
of providing an adaptive management
system to the people who are managing
the preserve," Ferron said.
The Luce grant will cover supplies
and transportation expenses for their
research, which will be presented next
spring at the Undergraduate Science
and Engineering Symposium at SCU.
Both students are environmental •
science majors. They gained research
experience two years ago on a field
course in Costa Rica led by Assistant
Professor of Anthropology Michelle
Bezanson and Environmental Sciences

Perennialbloom:fromleft,Christina
Hagerty,
Dudleya
setchellii,andKellyFerron

Lecturer Sean Watts. Hagerry was so
inspired by the experience that she
switched her major from health care
to environmental science. This award
affirms that decision, she said, and her
interest in the neglected but potentially
very important plant. "You just have to
be curious enough about something to
want to ask questions," Hagerry said.
Since its inception in 1989, the
Clare Boothe Luce Program has supported more than 1,500 women across
the United States pursuing scientific
research. The research could have longterm preservation effects for the plant,
said Bezanson-in addition to being
"an extremely important honor for the
students, for us, and for SCU." Lisa

MENTORS IN THE CLASSROOM

The Ones
We Remember

Who are the teachers we remember? And why? Those are
the questions Professor of Psychology Tim Urdan and
scholar Frank Pajares of Emory University posed to colleagues from Hong Kong to Atlanta, from Indiana to Israel.
The result is a collection of remarkable personal stories
of humor and pathos that comprise the sixth volume in
their Adolescence and Education series: The Ones We
Remember: Scholars Reflect on Teachers Who Made a
Difference (Information Age Publishing, 2008). The stories
are told in non-academese so they're accessible to general
readers, with moments that crackle and sparkle. And they
reflect on how these teachers taught the writers more than
anyone-instructor or student-could have imagined at
the time, or even understood until years later. SBS

SCHOOL IS IN SESSION
After Sept. 11, 2001 , Americans suddenly cared deeply
about what was being taught in madrassas in Pakistan and
Afghanistan; terrorist plots in Britain and the United States
have drawn further attention to homegrown jihadists.
But as the essays in Educating the Muslims of America
(Oxford University Press, 2009) show, the picture is larger
and complex. The collection is co-edited by Assistant
Professor of Political Science Farid Senzai,
with Yvonne Y. Haddad at Georgetown University and
Jane Smith at Harvard Divinity School. It explores the
different ways that Muslim parents and educators are
trying to teach the essentials of their faith while giving
children the best education possible. American society will be transformed by
the "mass migration of Muslims in the past three decades and the growth of the
indigenous Muslim community," Senzai says. As to how-education is key. SBS

Taggart G)

The candidates
Four would-be governors
come to SCU
For the first
time in the
looming race
for California's
governor, four
of the five leading candidates
came together
on Sept. 16 for
a meeting of
political and
Backstageon campus:
business leadJerryBrown,left,and
ers at SCU's
StevePoizner
Mayer Theatre.
Hosted by the Silicon Valley Leadership
Group, "Leadership California/ Solutions
from the Innovation Economy" brought
two Republicans-California Insurance
Commissioner Steve Poizner and former
Congressman Tom Campbell-and two
Democrats-San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Newsom '89 and California Attorney
General Jerry Brown '59-to participate in policy discussions. Candidates
discussed issues including education,
infrastructure, taxes, and transportation. Participating in a panel on energy,
Poizner, who backed building new nuclear
power plants in California, earned support from CEOs who shared the stage
with him. Newsom dropped out of the
race on Oct. 30. Brown, though still unofficially declared, is the acknowledged
frontrunner for the Dems. "The deadline
for filing papers isn't until March," he
said. "So tune in." SBS

OKS

THE PHILOSOPHER THE LEFT LOVES TO HATE
------.::.
Philosopher Leo Strauss has been called elitist, militaristic,
~~-------.
an enemy of democracy, and a promoter of the "noble lie."
~~lT~
;;,---- ''"'""'~•~
But Associate Professor of Political Science Peter Minowitz
1
~IIU~
says that Strauss-bashers have, on the whole, "abandoned
1 'j /
,:_=:-~~intellectual rigor." To set the record straight, he's written
l~l- '. ~~' ·~
Straussophobia: Defending Leo Strauss and Straussians
1 • ( i (~
~)
Against Shadia Drury and Other Accusers (Lexington
Books, 2009). Born in Germany in 1899, Strauss devoted
\\ . \ ..~ ,'/
~
his scholarship primarily to classical political philosophy,
, flirted with fascism in the 1930s, and wound up teaching
at the University of Chicago for 20 years. More recently, he
~~/
is credited with influencing neoconservative promoters of
~~/ / the Iraq War (namely Paul Woitowitz, Richard Perle, and
'
Lewis "Scooter" Libby). But there are devils aplenty in the
details on Strauss' writings, and Minowitz offers meticulously footnoted rebuttals
to attacks on Strauss. At the same time, no admirer of Strauss gets off the hook
here for championing "policies despite their grossly deficient knowledge of the

((f

\ \' , "-·

~

f I/

fJW EE\ C LU S I V E S

relevant circumstances." SBS

Peter Minowitz responds to questions from
Harper's Magazine. Read what he has to
say at santaclaramagazine.com.
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students, as well as alumni. Polls
ranging from "What are you reading this summer?" to "What's the
best advice you have for recent
graduates?" seem to garner the
most responses. One such survey
aimed at alumni-"Who was your
favorite professor?"-amassed two
dozen revealing answers within
a few hours, among them this
reply from Joseph Kirrene '95
about English Professor Theodore
Rynes, S.J., who received the most
votes: "I never got an A in any of
his classes, because I didn't earn it,
but I learned a lot. He was always
a good and understanding person
who didn't dwell on your mistakes
but encouraged your growth."
This fall, with the countdown
to classes beginning, SCU students
posted 21 days' worth of must-do
activities for incoming freshmen.
SCU's •Facebook page is also a way
for students to cut through some of
the red tape when needing speedy
answers to simple questions: One
inbound freshman asked when he
should start to buy books for the
upcoming quarter and was met
with instant advice and a link to the
bookstore.
Visit www.scu.edu/
communities to see
other Santa Clara fan
pages (including this
magazine, naturally) and
SCU groups on socialnetworking sites like
Twitter, Linkedln, and
Flickr. KP G
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Office hours
You can learn a lot about a professor by
visiting his or her office. For instance, there's
Professor Gerald L. Alexanderson, pictured at
right. The Valeriote Professor of Science in the
Department of Mathematics and Computer
Science, he has been teaching at SCU since
1958. Last spring he and nine other professors
posed for student Midori Shibuya '12 as part
of a project she undertook for her black-andwhite photography class with David Pace.
After making prints, Shibuya returned to
the professors' offices and asked them to
write below their pictures why they chose
their fields and what they love about teaching. In Alexanderson's case, within the frame
was a snapshot of his late dog, Chyna, who
used to travel with him everywhere-even
to conferences. (The pooch, he notes, was
"named for-but misspelled-for someone in
rock music, Chynna Phillips, though neither
named, nor misspelled, by me!")
Shibuya found that Professor of English
Diane Dreher, above, created a comfortable, homelike atmosphere in her office in St.
Joseph's Hall. "I want to make my students
feel welcome," Dreher explained. "The least
I can do is create a homey office with plants,
teapots, and cushions, so that the students
don't feel too bad when I am tearing apart
their essays." Nicki Sewell '09

MidoriShibuya's
portraits:Diane
Dreher,
above;GeraldL.
Alexanderson,
right.

I
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Social media and SCU
ne of the best things that
comes from being passionate
about a subject is having others with whom to share that zeal. So if
you're an SCU enthusiast-and who
isn't?-you can now join 6,000+ other
fans in reading about events, swapping
stories, giving advice, and commenting
on everything from who makes the best
local milkshake to where to buy a campus parking permit.
The official SCU Facebook
page (www.facebook.com/
SantaClaraUniversity) was started by
Lauren Michalski '07, who handed
it over to the Office of Marketing
and Communications in April. This
summer, it quickly evolved into a
thriving community where thousands
of alumni, students, and parents connect online. SCU Communications
Director Deepa Arora and student
interns maintain the page, posting
info about on- and off-campus events,
newsworthy articles, and engaging polls
aimed at current undergrads and grad

~
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See more of Shibuya's portraits of
professors at santaclaramagazine.com.
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EVERYTHING
IS
ILLUMINATED

l{1
For the first time since the invention
of the printing press, artists have put
quill pen to paper to hand-write-in
calligraphy-the Bible in its entirety,
Now nearing completion, the result is
a wonder to behold. And available to
readers and gazers at Santa Clara.
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As A TEENAGER
STUDYING
ARTIN
THE 1950s, DONALD
JACKSON
HADA PAIR
OF BURNING
AMBITIONS:one, become
the scribe to the
Queen of England;
and, two, hand-copy
the Bible in calligraphy. The first he accomplished in his mid-20s.
For the second, he waited more than 30 years to
begin. But then, a project he thinks of as "a calligrapher's Sistine Chapel" isn't meant to be rushed.
Jackson began this epic undertaking in his
scriptorium in Wales more than a decade agowhen he was approaching age 60-working with
quill pens, handmade inks, and 24-karat gold and
silver leaf. Next year he expects to complete the
seventh and final volume of the Saint John's Bible.
Eric Hallas, a Benedictine monk at Saint John's
University in Minnesota, recalls a day in 1995
that he and Jackson were having lunch. Jackson
had been leading seminars in calligraphy at the
university since the 1980s, and he was wondering:
Would the university be interested in partnering
on writing the Bible by hand?
"It was the craziest thing I ever heard,"
Fr. Hallas says.

r ,-,,l,1-t"fJ!-H1"4A£V

BYCHRISTINE COLE

No one had undertaken anything like what
Jackson was proposing in more than 500 years.
And yet, the very idea-blending medieval artistry
with modern artistic sensibilities to create a Bible
handwritten in calligraphy with illuminated textoffered an unparalleled opportunity to inspire the
spiritual imagination of people around the world.
The Benedictine monks of Saint John's were in.
They decided to commission Jackson for the Saint
John's Bible. And Fr. Hallas now acts as the public
spokesperson for the project. "It is a wonderful
testimony to human creativity to do something
like this," he says.
DOUBLE

HELIX AND GRAFFITI

Two years were spent planning the undertaking
before it was officially begun in 1998. Theologians
and scholars at Saint John's decided that the
Saint John's Bible would adopt the translation of
the New Revised Standard Version and would be
divided into seven volumes, each measuring 2 feet
tall by 3 feet wide when open. About 1,150 sheets
of vellum and $4 million for expenses would be
required. Starting with the Gospels, Jackson began
working in Wales with a team of five scribes.
Along the way, he invited five guest artists to
illuminate the manuscript.
Computer technology was also part of the
process. Software mapped out the text page by
page, accounting for line and page breaks and
allowing space for the 160 or so illuminations.
Then came the hands-on work. One page could
take anywhere from six to 10 hours to complete,
depending on the scribe. Most of the text was in a
new font, "Jacksonian," that Jackson created specifically for the project. In places other fonts were
used to convey emotions such as joy, anger, love,
and sorrow.

i:m •

~~

Genealogy
of Jesus.Menorah,mandala,
andDNA'sdoublel1elix.By DonaldJackson.
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As he continues to guide the creative process,
Jackson meets and corresponds with a committee of
historians, art historians, theologians, and other scholars. With certain themes and passages in mind, they
give Jackson theological briefs that reflect on what the
scripture might have meant when it was composed or
what it might mean to a reader today.
This collaboration has produced an eclectic mix of
vibrant illuminations, including images of the World
Trade Center towers and DNA's double-helix. Other
images, like the menorah, reflect Christianity's Jewish
roots. Islamic and Near Eastern Art are represented in
multicolored patterns and mosaics. Wisdom is personified by an elderly Palestinian woman. Flora and fauna
found in the woods near Saint John's University, and
butterflies from the Welsh countryside, decorate the
pages and tie the Bible to the communities in which it
was created.
J.David Pleins, a professor of religious studies at
Santa Clara, says that the way images intimate diverse
religions is more than ornamental: "What they're saying is that we can learn from each tradition and from
each other. By the same token, those who are from
different religious traditions can look at this sacred
text and gain something from it and see themselves
included in that process."
One of the guest artists is Thomas Ingmire of
San Francisco, who lends his artistic vision to the edgy
illustrations that resemble graffiti art. In 1977, Ingmire
became the first person outside of the U.K.
to be elected Crafts Fellow of The Society of Scribes
and Illuminators in London.
"Every generation has an obligation to portray the
sacred in art and in music, not just in preaching,"
Hollas says. ''Artists can preach to us the same way
preachers do in the pulpit. They inspire us. They
allow us to see things in a way we would not have
seen. We need them."
One ofHollas' favorite renderings is of Adam and
Eve. The couple is depicted as Ethiopian tribespeople,
illustrating an awareness of the scientific consensus that
humankind originated in Africa.
"If we're going to interpret an origins story in scripture, we should imagine the first humans in terms
that are consistent with contemporary science," says
SCU Religious Studies Associate Professor Catherine
Murphy.The illustrators, she says, "are celebrating
both human diversity and unity ... as well as making the
biblical myth more scientifically current."
THE

HIGH-TECH

PATH

TO

\\'bl10M

Hoo"~

LEFT:
Birth of Christ.The
boundingbull is takenfrom
the drawingsfoundin the
cavesof Lascaux,France.
By DonaldJackson.ABOVE:
Coversfrom the sevenvolumebible.

HERITAGE

When Jackson began work on the Saint John's Bible,
the focus was entirely on the original hand-lettered
manuscripts. But midway through, Jackson took
time out to create an additional edition that wasn't
within the realm of possibility when the project was
launched. Recent advances in digital printing technology enabled creation of the Heritage Edition, a reproduction-although
labeling it as such doesn't do it
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justice. "We're trying to make it the finest reproduction of a book ever done," says Hollas.
With high-resolution scans of the original pages,
a Heidelberg press in Minnesota prints on 100 percent cotton paper using multiple infrared dryers to
cure each ink pass on contact. Just a few years ago,
no such printer existed. Especially challenging is the
preparation for gold and silver embossing, because
the variety of textures of the Heritage Edition pages
have to mimic Jackson's work on the original. In some
instances Jackson writes on top of the gold leaf, so the
pages are shipped back to the press to undergo
a second printing before the pages are sent to
Arizona for binding.
"They produced it in such a way that it looks
like the ink is coming through the page, as it
would on a real piece of vellum or parchment,"
HisHolinessPope
SCU's Murphy observes. "To see something this
BenedictXVIpages
beautifully done, this contemporary, this large,
throughthe Wisdom
and to be able to touch it, enjoy it, ponder it ...
111
in a way it's like an icon itself."
Hollas says that the Heritage Edition is a work
of art in its own right. So it, too, has to reflect
Jackson's judgment: "We didn't want the printed book
to be the work of someone else. It needed to be his, at
his creative height."
These special reproductions are finding homes across
the world-including at Santa Clara University. Tita
Crilly Diepenbrock, widow of James Diepenbrock '51,
saw a traveling exhibition of the Saint John's Bible in
Tacoma, Wash., in early 2008, and knew she wanted
one of the 299 Heritage Editions available for interdisciplinary study-in art, theology, and history--on the
West Coast.
"She saw it as part of the educational life of the
institution, not gathering dust on a shelf somewhere
but actually used by students," Pleins explains. "It's
quite amazing to be able to take this huge work and
flip the pages, and feel, and come close to that effort
of writing the thing by hand."
Last December, a ceremony was held in the
Harrington Learning Commons, Sobrato Technology
Center, and Orradre Library, where then-President
Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60 received the first volume on
behalf of the University. The Heritage Edition will soon
be showcased and available to students and faculty in
the library. Professor Paul Crowley, S.J., chair of the
Department of Religious Studies, calls the Saint John's
Bible "one of the most precious things we've been given.
It's an event in text."
SCU is now in possession of two volumes: Wisdom
and Prophets. The pages for the entire project will be
complete by the end of 2010, but the seven volumes
won't be bound for a number of years, following a capstone tour. GI

At Harlem's Frederick
Douglass Academy,
basketball coach
has built a legendary
program by making
sure his players have
their priorities straight.
Family first. School
second. Then hoops.

Showingup:CoachPatMangan
flanked,from left,by playersJerrel
Conyers,
JaysonBarrow,AndreClark,
JamalJohnson,andBrandonDavis

Classes are over one October afternoon
at Frederick Douglass Academy in
Harlem, but the day is long from done
for basketball coach Pat Mangan '84.
While practice for the hoops season
won't start for three weeks, his players are staying after school to work on
homework to maintain a grade average
of 80 so that they'll be eligible to play.
Before Mangan can make it upstairs
to help out, a parent stops by his office
to ask about his son, who yearned to
make the team. Mangan shakes his
head. Basketball prospects need to
attend at least 23 of 36 tutoring sessions in the spring to qualify for fall
tryouts. He breaks the news kindly to
the father that his son fell far short.
"Showing up is everything, and the
kid didn't show up," Mangan says after
the parent leaves. "Not enough adults
are strict with our kids. We are. We
hold the line. And our kids do better in
college because of this tough love."
Having a winning season is not the
top priority for the Frederick Douglass
basketball program, though the team
made it to the final four in the NYC
championship in 2005 and holds its
own in the city's most competitive
high school league, and plays against
top schools in holiday tournaments
around the country. Mangan sees basketball as the pivot point to motivate
inner-city athletes to excel academically in high school, so that they can
earn scholarships and graduate from
four-year colleges.
While Mangan is proud of his occasional stars, it's the rank-and-file players
who go on to earn a college degree
that truly excite him. Since 1997, the
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school's first graduating class, 64 student athletes have gone to four-year
colleges, and 39 of those have made
college teams.
In 2007, 11 of his players received
college scholarships, with five getting
full rides to four-year schools, including one at Carnegie Mellon University.
Mangan boils his program down to a
simple algebraic equation, with two
variables:

A+ B = CD
Academics plus Basketball equals
College Degree.
Many of Mangan's recruits will be
the first generation in their family to
study at the university level.
"It's not about winning, it's about
getting kids into college," says Mangan,
who lives on Manhattan's West Side
with his wife, Delinda, a preschool
teacher, and children Kevin, 10, and
Kathleen, 9. "Frankly, our team this
year is the weakest I've ever had. But
I'll make it a great year. We'll have fun.
I need to emphasize that losses and
learning both begin with L. There's lots
of opportunity there."
As he makes his way through the
crowded hallway to the homework session, Mangan greets Corey Hepburn, a
burly 6-foot-8-inch teacher who graduated from Frederick Douglass in 2000,
played basketball while earning a degree
at St. John Fisher College in upstate
New York, and then returned to his
alma mater.
He recalls the power of Mangan's
caring during his high school years.
"I was very temperamental back
then," says Hepburn, who now assists
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Mangan with the team. "This place set the
standard for how to act. I learned what to say,
when to say it, and how to say it."

Make the grades ... or else
Named after America's foremost 19th-century
black abolitionist, Frederick Douglass Academy
works to fulfill the legacy of a man who fought
to abolish slavery and then worked for equal
rights for blacks during the Reconstruction
period. The school, which is the Academy's
third reincarnation since it began as an all-boys
middle school decades ago, is now co-ed and
takes pride in its famous African-American
alumni, who include author James Baldwin,
Olympic track star John Carlos, and U.S.
Congressman Charles Rangel.
Bridging the achievement gap between
minority and white students is the civil-rights
struggle of the 21st century. Mangan, who is
white, says he likes the challenge of working
in Harlem, a neighborhood he competed in
scores of times as a high school tennis player.
Students, he says, quickly get beyond his complexion when they see his
dedication to the craft of
teaching and commitment
to helping them succeed.
That caring can be shown
when Mangan, a trim, lanky
teacher with close-cropped
gray hair, comforts a teen
who has troubles at home, or
when he raises his voice at a
basketball player who misses
his assignment on the court.
"The kids can sense if
you are with them or against
them," says Mangan. "It
doesn't really matter what
you look like. If you are
good and hardworking,
the kids will give you a level of respect. They
respect adults who care and are going to help
them. It's that simple."
Getting kids into college is serious business
at Frederick Douglass, one of New York City's
400 high schools. Boys wear a white shirt and
tie each day to school, some 2,200 students
applied for 320 ninth-grade seats in 2007, and
corporate sponsors such as HBO and The Gap
provide added support. Students must abide by
the FDA Student Creed, pledging to practice
personal and academic integrity, respect the
rights and property of others, discourage bigotry, and demonstrate a concern for others.
You can sense the student dedication this

and hardworking,
the kids will
give you a level
of respect. They
respect adults
who care and are
going to help them.
It's that simple."
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afternoon at the after-school homework session. Basketball players Thay Brown, Bubah
Conteh, and Earl Donaldson are studying for
tests the next day. They know the drill: Your
average slips below 80 and you don't dress for
the next four games.
Brown recalls the game two years ago when
so many team members had poor grades that
only five suited up for the game. The quintet
played the entire 32 minutes without a substitution and rallied to tie the game at the end of
regulation. By the second overtime, two FDA
Lions had fouled out, leaving them with only
three on the court. What was left of the team
ran out of gas, and they lost.
"After that game, everybody decided to get
their grades right," says Brown, who attends
Mangan's Saturday morning extra-help sessions
as well. "Mr. Mangan makes sure we get our
work done first."
These boys know firsthand how Mangan
is working on their behalf. Earlier that
day, Conteh met with a recruiter from
St. Bonaventure University. A week earlier,
Brown and Donaldson were among 100 high
school basketball players invited to a showcase at
Purchase College, where 60 college basketball
coaches had a chance to see the teens show their
stuff on the hardwood.
It's a showcase designed for players from the
wealthy suburbs of Westchester County, but
Mangan volunteers at the camp, which gives
him entree to invite his top players. During the
past 15 years, players from Frederick Douglass
attending Division I, II, and III schools have
excelled both on the court and in the classroom. So coaches are confident that Frederick
Douglass graduates can cut it academically on
the college level.
"We've had a good track record," says
Mangan. "Our kids have the study skills to
get good grades, and they do."
Frederick Douglass basketball under
Mangan has a family feel. Thelma Owens, an
elderly Harlem grandmother, travels with the
team to its holiday tournaments. Then there's
Adrianna Buckman, the mother of a point
guard who graduated from Frederick Douglass
in 2002 and went on to earn a degree at
American International College in Springfield,
Mass. She too travels with the team and welcomes Mangan and his family to summer visits
at her clan's home in South Carolina.
"I just fell in love with him," she says. "It's a
family thing here."
A visit to Mangan's first-floor office provides
a glimpse into the life, and heart, of a coach

focused on getting his players to
succeed both on and off the court.
On a high shelf along one
wall stand 32 trophies, a sign that
Mangan has coached a fair number
of winning teams since he started
the basketball program here 15 years
ago. But down below, at eye level,
are status reports on basketball players' grades; 14 had at least an 80
average in February. There are newspaper clippings tacked on a bulletin
board lauding the basketball team's
academic prowess. There are words
of inspiration for teens who might
be discouraged one day. "Make an
effort, not an excuse," exhorts one
poster. On another, students are encouraged to
set priorities in their life in the following order:
Family, school, basketball, girls.

Beat the drum
The coaching job at Frederick Douglass
Academy has provided Mangan with a solid
professional career in the city where he
attended Fordham Preparatory School, a Jesuit
high school in the Bronx. Though he had his
heart set on Santa Clara University, his parents
balked; he says they wanted him to attend a
higher-profile school instead.
So Mangan traveled west to attend the
University of Southern California and made
the basketball team there as a walk-on. During
his freshman year, however, Mangan made
connections with Pat Malley, Santa Clara's legenda1y athletic director, who was interested in
the Bronx native's tennis prowess. Malley told
Mangan that if he enrolled at Santa Clara, he'd
have a shot at one of six tennis scholarships that
went annually to the school's top players.
Mangan enrolled, played his way into a
scholarship, and was the team's captain in his
junior and senior years.
A history major, Mangan then set off for
three years on the professional Satellite tennis
circuit. There wasn't much money in it, though
he traveled the world, chasing his dream. His
biggest match came in 1987 when he played in
the qualifying tournament for the Wimbledon
doubles championship.
Mangan's partner was an Australian ranked
far higher than him, in the top 100. But the
Aussie showed up late for the match, hung
over from a night of revelry at a London pub.
They lost in straight sets.
That match helped convince Mangan
that his future was not to be found on the

tennis court. But he thought that the basketball court held some promise. Back in New
York, he landed a job at Rice High School in
Harlem, a parochial school that was a perennial
basketball powerhouse.
Mangan served as an assistant coach
for seven years while teaching history and
English. At night, he earned his master's in
education at Fordham University. In 1994,
Rice won both the city and state championships. That fall, Mangan left Rice to start his
program at Frederick Douglass, a New York
City public school.
To maintain the academy's reputation as
one of Harlem's top academic high schools,
Mangan helps recruit promising middleschoolers in New York's open-enrollment
system. Students select their top choices,
and a sophisticated computer model makes
final assignments.
As Mangan walks a visitor to the door, he
spots three girls who have agreed to accompany
him to an early-morning session with middleschool students in Brooklyn. He encourages a
girl who travels by subway from Brooklyn to
talk about the manageable commute. _Hetells
another to talk up the high-level Advanced
Placement courses they are taking in hopes of
attracting top students
and building the
On the wall in the
Frederick Douglass
homework room
program.
Order
Be
"It never stops,"
Mangan says. "You've
1. Family
Helper
got to keep beating
2. School
Worker
the drum." G>

Takea knee:Manganand
the Lionsduringa gamein
January2002.Clockwise
from Mangan'sleft are
AssistantCoachMarioBeras
andplayersLaurenceSmith,
JahkeenWashington,
Lavon
Hickman,
AlonzoBrown,Cl1az
Johnson,MalikBrown,Miguel
Povod,andTahonEngram.

after-school
Play
For Each Other
Together

3. Basketball

Student

Hard

4. Girls

Competitor

Smart
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At the time, these two 30-somethings scraping for change wouldn't
have been anyone's bet to become kingmakers in the National
Football League, the 800-pound gorilla of American sports. But
a generation later, Holmgren is the dean of NFL coaches, having
led three teams to the Super Bowl, including the victorious 1997
Green Bay Packers. LaMonte, meanwhile, has become an institution in his own right, quietly establishing himself as the dominant
coach's agent in the NFL, with a client base of more than 40
coaches, coordinators, and general managers at 24 of the league's
32 teams. The heap of talent is topped by seven head coachesdouble his nearest competitor.
LaMonte's clients rule the sidelines of the Carolina Panthers, the
Philadelphia Eagles, the Minnesota Vikings, the Denver Broncos,
the St. Louis Rams, the San Francisco 49ers, and the Seattle
Seahawks-as well as Notre Dame and Texas A&M in the college
ranks. Not bad for a guy who didn't represent a soul until he was 36.
"Looking back, it all happened at such a pace you didn't have
time to recognize it," he says. "I feel very blessed."
Indeed, since his late start, the once cash-strapped teacher has
negotiated more than $800 million in contracts-a Disneyesque
turn of events built on luck, pluck, and hard work. But at root,
LaMonte's evolution into the man BusinessWeekcredited for setting
a "new gold standard" for his clients goes back to the Santa Clara
classroom of Associate Professor of History George Giacomini '56.
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s a student, LaMonte had no notion of
applying_the lessons as a sports agent,
a profession that then barely existed.
Giacomini's immediate influence was to inspire
LaMonte to get his master's in diplomatic history
from San Jose State University and to begin
teaching. It was a career LaMonte felt made for.
With his football player-size frame, his coat-andtie formality, and insistence on never wearing
socks, he stood our on campus on appearances
alone. But he prided himself on his kinetic,
pacing lectures that he'd punctuate by asking his
students if they were getting "the full effect," the
kind of "aha!" moment Giacomini had inspired
in him.
"Everything was about energy and passion," he
says.
"I wanted to know that you were learning."
"Had I not learned the lesAnd
that's what he might have donesons of diplomacy from George Giacomini, I
happily-for
the rest of his working days. But in
would never have been able to become the agent
the
late
1970s,
LaMonte's career hit a snag. With
that I became," LaMonte says. "All negotiations
two kids, he was relying on summer and nightare diplomacy."
school jobs to stay afloat financially.
LaMonte had come to Santa Clara
But that extra income evaporated
primarily for two reasons: football and
almost overnight in the wake of fundfun. Studying only figured during franing cuts caused by voters' approval of
tic cram sessions to rescue his grades.
Proposition 13 in 1978.
Otherwise, the 6'2", 225-pound nose
LaMonte scrambled to work parttackle would rather take his bulk to
"I SAWA
time as a real estate agent, selling his
Santa Cruz than to class. The spring
first home on behalf of the parents
DEPTH
TO
of his sophomore year, however, he
of one of his former students-Rich
walked into Giacomini's Western
BOB THAT
Campbell, a football star at Santa
Civilization class and the lights went
Teresa
High School, where LaMonte
GAVE ME A
on. He'd taken history classes before,
taught. Soon LaMonte was making as
but Giacomini's passion and analysis
LOT OF
much as a part-time real estate agent
transformed the subject-and school
as he did as a full-time teacher.
in general, LaMonte says-into someCONFIDENCE
But the much bigger deal would
thing wondrous. He dropped football
IN HIS ABILITY
turn out to be Campbell himself. A
and picked up the books.
TO JUMP
INTO
hulking quarterback, top student, and
"He just changed everything in my
campus leader, Campbell's brawn,
life," LaMonte says.
brains, and arm had seemingly come
LaMonte took Giacomini for a half- THIS NEW
from the football gods, throwing colARENA"
dozen courses, lapping up lessons on
lege coaches across the country into a
figures like Otto von Bismarck-the
tizzy. His decision had come down to
19th-century Prussian political and
two
local
schools:
Stanford, which was his father's
military leader whose ruthlessness earned him
choice;
or
Berkeley,
his own, which rankled his
the designation "the Iron Chancellor," and who
dad,
a
military
man
suspicious of the school's
secured Germany's place atop Europe by winradical
reputation.
ning at negotiating as well as at war. Bismarck's
It was a tough decision, and for help the teendictum that every treaty has its horse and its
ager
turned to LaMonte-his football coach and
rider-its leader and its follower-has stayed
history
teacher. It was the beginning of a bond
with LaMonte ever since.
that
would
change LaMonte's life well beyond the
"When you're negotiating a contract, you bethome
sale.
ter get 'the horse and rider,"' he says, adding that
The two stayed in touch during Campbell's
which side is which can pivot on the smallest
time
at Cal, where the football star grew only
detail. "Just when you think you have everything
brighter.
By the time Campbell graduated, he
right, one little thing can make it go wrong."

A

Teacherand student:
GeorgeGiacomini,
left,
with BobLaMonte
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was the most sought-after quarterback in the
college draft. And now it was the entire family that was turning to LaMonte for advice.
He told them they needed someone they could
trust above all else. They asked him if he could
fill the bill.
There was no shortage of naysayers. Sports
agents had really only come into their own in
the 1970s, but by 1981 they were the rule, and
almo:t all of th~m were attorneys, LaMonte says.
T~e idea o_fa high school teacher moonlighting
with the big boys drew snorts of derision.
But Campbell, now a journalist in Florida,
wanted someone he knew and could trust. And
LaMonte exuded a competence that made him a
natural choice, Campbell recalls.
"Anybody who has met Bob !mows that he's
just really a_lot bigger than what he was doing
then, teachmg and selling real estate," Campbell
says. "I saw a depth to Bob that gave me a lot
of confidence in his ability to jump into this
new arena."
It was a prescient choice. However inadvertently, LaMonte says he had arrived at the perfect
resume for an agent. As a diplomatic historian, he
knew negotiations; as a coach and athlete, he was
accustomed to pressure; as a teacher, he was comfortable as a mentor; and as a real estate agent, he
was already a dealmaker. By his own estimation,
he had certainly never lacked for swagger.
Of course, it didn't hurt that he was representing Campbell, who SportsIllustratedhad once
dubbed the "Golden Bear with a golden arm."
LaMonte was either about to throw a touchdown-or fumble in a very big way.
"Had I ever screwed that up it would have
been the shortest career in sports agency history,"
LaMonte says. "Campbell was as close to a 'can't
miss' as they come."
LaMonte's leverage only increased when the
G~een Bay Packers selected Campbell. The year
pnor, the Packers had lost their first-round pick
to the Canadian Football League and were in no
mood to risk a repeat performance. It didn't take
a Bismarckian negotiator to end up as the rider in
this deal. Still, LaMonte played the strong hand
to perfection, securing Campbell a $1.25 million
contra~t with a $5_00,000 cash signing bonus, the
largest m league history to that point.
"Th at 's a great way to break into the business "
LaMonte acknowledges.
'
Two years later, LaMonte would show that the
success wasn't just dumb luck. Again fate all but
handed him an A-list athlete. This time it was
baseball pitcher Dave Stieb, the young ace of the
Toronto Blue Jays who wasn't happy with his pay
or the agents who negotiated it. He turned to

LaMonte, who had been a coach on his brother's
high school football team.
1:5with Campbell's contract, the deal proved
a microcosm of LaMonte's career to come. Luck
b!essed LaMonte with a mouth-watering opportuntty that he took for everything it was worth.
LaMonte recalls walking into the Santa Clara
Marriott, playing the local yokel with three reps
from the Blue Jays, and walking out with a sixyear, $6 million contract-eye-popping money
even then for an athlete, especially one who had
earned $250,000 the year before.
"Bob LaMonte was the straw that stirred the
drink," one reporter wrote, as fans whistled at the
outsized "Treaty ofToronto." LaMonte was officially
someone who could turn his clients into riders.

X'S AND

O'S

aMonte's early success helped him accumulate a roster of mostly homegrown
talents: Mervyn Fernandez, a football
standout from San Jose State who played in
Canada and the NFL; the late Nick Vanos '85, a
Santa Clara center drafted by the Phoenix Suns;
Don Beebe, a wide-receiver for the Buffalo Bills;
and tennis player Robin White, who won the
U.S. Open doubles tide in 1988.
Even then, LaMonte was strictly a part-timer,
keeping his agent's duties for after the dismissal
bell. He maintained a loyalty to teaching that puzzled even some of his fellow educators. LaMonte,
though, says he wasn't
tempted to leave.
Expanding his work as
an agent would take him
from home too much.
"My dream then was
to teach high school
history and to raise my
family," he says.
In 1992, though,
LaMonte got the
opportunity that would
vault him to the upper
echelons of his profession, thanks yet again
to another high school
teaching connection:
his old friend and fellow teacher Mike
Holmgren. Since leaving high school coaching,
Holmgren had gone on a coaching tear that made
even LaMonte's accomplishments look paltry. In
just six years, Holmgren had shot from high school
through the collegiate ranks to the top of the NFL,
landing with the San Francisco 49ers as quarterback
coach and, shortly thereafter, offensive coordinator.
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"You have to pay for that," he says.
• By 1992, with two Super Bowl rings to his
Lynn, who runs the business side of their
name, Holmgren was hot property. He tapped
company, Professional Sports Representation
LaMonte to negotiate with the Packers for their
Inc., says the binder reflects LaMonte's past as a
head coaching position in talks so hush-hush that
teacher and their mutual obsession with process
the two men checked in to their Green Bay hotel
and details. The couple is in the fourth of five
rooms under aliases.
five-year plans, in which they long ago laid out
Holmgren emerged with the job and LaMonte
their goals for their lives.
emerged with a new focus. At the time, coaches
were just beginning to use agents, and LaMonte
saw the sea change coming. The men who orchesWAR
COUNSEL
trated the plays were overdue for the kind of money
on Cruden, who led the Tampa Bay
that players were getting. Holmgren's invitation had
Buccaneers to Super Bowl victory in 2003 and
put him in the position to take on the new field.
who now sits in the announcers' booth
With his youngest child graduating from
for Monday Night Football, says that such prephigh school, LaMonte retired from teaching after
aration and thoroughness define LaMonte. Cruden
nearly 25 years, moved to Reno with his wife and
values LaMonte's advice not just in negotiating a
business partner, Lynn, shed his football players
contract, but also when it comes to investing his
to avoid any conflict of interest, and began to
money or even buying a new car.
grow his new niche.
"He's got tremendous vision," Cruden says.
Dealing with referrals only, the business
"Like any great corporation or any great business,
grew slowly. But Holmgren was like the Johnny
people want to be associated with him."
Appleseed of coaches, mentoring assistants who
While Cruden paints LaMonte as his
went on to become head coaches
courtly counsel, he knows full well his
in their own right, often taking
agent's willingness to go to war, a side
LaMonte as their agent.
that was never more public than during
Again LaMonte was lucky. And
Gruden's exit from the Oakland Raiders
again, he proved himself worthy of
in 2002. According to LaMonte, he
the opportunity, earning a reputaand the Raiders had a contract extention for grooming lightly regarded
sion worked out for Cruden, another
clients for jobs they might othHolmgren protege who had joined the
erwise have been passed over for.
Raiders in 1998 and was one of the
Repeatedly, LaMonte helped darkyoungest, most sought-after coaches in
horse candidates nab the top jobs:
the league. But at the last minute, the
Andy Reid with the Philadelphia
Raiders reneged on the terms, LaMonte
Eagles, Mike Sherman with the
says.
Green Bay Packers, and John Fox
The breakdown spawned an ugly war
with the Carolina Panthers.
Thesecretsof theirsuccess:
of words. LaMonte abandoned his usual
In part, the secret was realizCoaches
sharetheirvision,and
approach of being heard but not seen
ing that the owners of the teams
LaMontegivesa nodto historian
and publicly announced to reporters
were more fluent in business than GeorgeGiacomini.
that there was "zero percent" chance his
in football. They wanted someclient would return to Oakland after his
one who spoke their language. The most imporcontract expired.
tant letters for aspiring head coaches, according
"When I fired that missile, I knew the reacto LaMonte, aren't the X's and O's of playmaktion was going to be nuclear," he says. "If I am
ing, but C.E.O.
going to come out, believe me I come out. Never
"They already know you can coach," he says.
take a knife to a gun fight."
"We want to prepare you to be a CEO."
The hardball tactics ruffled feathers, with
LaMonte used that insight to compile "The
some saying the agent had become the problem.
Notebook," a thick three-ring binder of trade
"He's an angel with me to my face, but he'll
secrets he arms his clients with in preparation
.
come off and pop off and say something somefor their interviews. The binder covers basics like
where else," Raiders owner Al Davis told the
how to dress and what to ask, and then goes into
San JoseMercury News.
more sensitive material whose importance tells in
LaMonte says he was just being honest. Either
LaMonte's reluctance to talk about it. Normally a
way, the tactic resulted in Gruden's trade to the
garrulous interview, LaMonte gives few details on
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Nobody was smiling
the binder's contents.
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wider than LaMonte a year later as Gruden's new
team crushed the Raiders in Super Bowl XXXVII.
"It was one of the five best days of my life,"
he says.

"10

BUCKS

AND

A 12-PACK"

L

aMonte and Giacomini stayed in loose
contact after LaMonte graduated.
Giacomini, who at 75 is in his final year
of teaching at Santa Clara, remembers the bulky
no~e tackle's transformation into an increasingly
senous student. LaMonte once showed up for
an exam as white as a sheet of paper, barely able
to speak through a migraine caused by staying
up all night drinking coffee to tutor a less prepared classmate.
"For three hours, I waited for him to pass
out," Giacomini says. "He got an A in the class."
. But Giacomini had no idea how profound an
mfluence he had on his former student until the
2004 publication of LaMonte's book Winning
the NFL Wtzy,in which LaMonte describes
Giacomini's role in his awakening as a student.
"I-_Iewas so excited about history that I figured 1fanybody can be so enthusiastic, so committed, and so passionate about something, I've got
to know more about it," LaMonte wrote in the
opening of his book.

Proprietary
information:
TheNotebook
andits author

"I was embarrassed to tears," Giacomini says of
his !nitial reaction. "Then I couldn't get enough
copies to send to my kids and to my close friends.
It's the kind of thing you expect when you die."
Giacomini was just as shocked when LaMonte
and his wife subsequently endowed a scholarship in
his old professor's name to benefit a scholar/athlete
majoring in history. For LaMonte, whose involvement in education includes serving on the advisory
board of New York University's Tisch Center for
Hospitality, Tourism, and Sports Management, the
scholarship is a chance to make the kind of difference that Giacomini did in his life.
"I firmly believe I would not be who I am
today without him," LaMonte says.
Riches, though, haven't been the main reward of
his success, he says. LaMonte remembers the limo
ride back to the hotel with his old friend Holmgren
hours after the Packers' Super Bowl victory.
"You know, Bob, as great as this moment is,"
Holmgren said, "is it that much different than
when we used to get on the bus after we won a
championship game in high school?"
LaMonte concurs. He is happy as an agent.
And he was happy teaching. In both cases, he
was following his dreams. Just now he doesn't
have to worry about beer money.
"I always felt that if I had five bucks and a
six-pack, I owned the Bay Area," he says. "Now
I've got 10 bucks and a 12-pack, and I am in
great shape." e>
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school's signature buildingthe opulent Ralston Hall-was
built as a country estate in
1864. The tranquility makes it
easy to guess why the Sisters of
Notre Dame moved their college from San Jose to the site
in 1923.
Greig arrived at NDNU
in 1988, holding a bachelor's
degree in elementary education from Wheaton College in
Illinois, a master's in reading
education from Santa Clara,
and a master's in philosophy
and Ph.D. in the philosophy
of education from Stanford.
When she was offered the position at Notre Dame, she didn't
want to accept; she was seven
months pregnant. But the position would allow her to teach
many of her interests, including
the psychological foundations
of teaching.
More than 20 years later,
Greig's appreciation for Notre
Dame goes well beyond the
classroom, just as her responsibilities
have soared. Initially, she confesses,
she wasn't sure she had all the skills to
lead the school. Fundraising, for one,
doesn't come naturally. But Sr. Veronica
Skillin, who headed the school from
1980 to 1994-the last nun to do sothought differently. She told Greig to
speak from the heart and tell the Notre
Dame story. And few people are more
qualified to tell that story. Greig's roles
at the school had already included professor and provost.
"She is very quiet and very contained," Sr. Skillin says of Greig. "She
is like a stream that runs very, very
smoothly, but there is all kinds of life
underneath."
She is also busy; when asked to
name hobbies, she stalls-then says
there's the rare skiing trip.

J

Our lady at Notre Dame
Judith Maxwell Greig M.A. '81 takes the helm at the best-kept secret on the Peninsula.
BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

W

hen Judith Greig
became president
of Notre Dame de
Namur University in
February 2009, her mandate was clear:
Raise money and increase enrollment.
The timing, though, could hardly
have been worse. How do you grow
amid a recession that makes just holding on difficult? To top it off, this fall,
the number of students at the Belmontbased school asking for increased
financial aid spiked to more than 100versus the dozen or so who typically
request such help in a normal year.
And yet, for the small Catholic
school about 20 miles north of Santa
Clara, tough economic times haven't
thwarted an increase in enrollment
from fewer than 1,500 students to
more than 1,600 this year. The uptick
marked a crucial reversal in a five-year
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decline in enrollment that had caused
some to question whether the 158-yearold school could survive at all.
"To maintain and grow enrollment
by more than 100 in the current financial environment has just been huge,"
says Greig. She credits an all-out effort
by alumni, professors, and staff who
followed up with interested students
and showed Notre Dame's strengths.
Greig herself was serving as acting president at the time, a role she assumed in
January 2008.
Even in lean times, Notre Dame
has plenty to offer, Greig says. With
its small classes, degree-completion
programs, and a well-established
reputation in specializations such as art
therapy, Notre Dame is a natural home
for undergraduates looking for extra
attention or for working professionals
wanting to bolster their resumes. The
2009

school also supports those who serve the
community. Scores of area police officers have earned bachelor's and master's
degrees from Notre Dame, while many
local teachers hold credentials from the
school. But for others, Greig admits, the
school has often fallen below the radar.
"We're the best-kept secret on the
Peninsula," she says.
Not that it's hard to find the
Notre Dame campus. The way is practically signposted by one of Silicon
Valley's most looming landmarks. Take
U.S. 101 to Belmont and exit where
Oracle Corp.'s gleaming glass towers
reach skyward. Then drive into the
nearby foothills.
The university, though, is worlds
away from the high-tech bustle. The
50-acre campus is forested with pine,
oak, and eucalyptus, and deer still graze
in the meadows as .they did when the

Solidarity with the sisters
Her longevity at Notre Dame, though,
speaks to her belief in the organization's
mission outside the classroom as much
as in it. She particularly appreciates the
Catholic commitment to social justice
that she first experienced during her
time at Santa Clara.

Notre Dame students, more than
Greig's appreciation of the sisters'
those at many schools, tend toward
importance transcends professional
jobs in social work, teaching, nonresponsibilities. In 2008, she became a
profits, and other sectors geared to
lay associate of the order. She had long
helping others. And the community
wanted to take the step but, until a nun
interest extends to all quarters of the
invited her, she thought that as a nonuniversity. Notre Dame's Dorothy
Catholic she was ineligible.
Stang Center for Social Justice and
Greig was officially inaugurated
Community Engagement, for
the 18th president of Notre
example, is named after Sr.
Dame de Namur University
"She is like a
Stang, a 1964 graduate who
on Sept. 25.
was murdered in Brazil in
Material concerns at
stream that
2005 after years of working
runs very, very Notre Dame demand urgent
for the country's rural poor.
attention. About 560 stusmoothly, but
And one of Notre Dame's
dents make up the school's
there is all
more unusual set of classes,
core of traditional underkinds of life
nicknamed "Tenderloin U,"
graduates. That's not enough
studies the rough-and-tumble
underneath."
to sustain the university
neighborhood in central San
financially, she says, laying
Francisco that is a no-go for
out intentions to quickly
many people, but where Notre Dame
return the total student body to 1,800
students volunteer, interview, study,
and beyond. This year's increase is
and, in some cases, live.
clearly good progress.
Greig attributes the school's altruisBut in her inaugural address, she
tic character to the nuns-the founders
spoke of the college's mission and
and, until recently, the leaders of Notre
values, expressing a desire to see a
Dame-whose presence remains strong
school "more intentional and explicit
even as their numbers have dwindled.
about Catholic social teaching and the
About 40 nuns live on or next to
Catholic intellectual tradition, and how
campus, but most are retired; a handful
we choose to integrate it into the life of
work at the school, most on a partthe campus." e
time basis.

Sister schools
Santa Clara University and Notre Dame
de Namur University both trace their

roots back to 1851. The Jesuits took over
Mission Santa Clara and suggested a
nearby site to the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur, who were looking for a home in
San Jose, then the capital

of the new state.
Notre Dame opened
on Santa Clara Street on
Aug. 4, 1851. By 1923, size
constraints led the sisters
to move the college to the
Belmont foothills.
Despite the distance,
Santa Clara and Notre

Dame stayed connected
socially through regular
dances and organizations like the National
Federation of Catholic College Students
(NFCCS).In the era of single-sex education, students at the Bay Area's Catholic
men's colleges-Santa Clara, St. Mary's,
and University of San Francisco-often
courted their female equivalents at Notre
Dame, Holy Names, and Dominican univer-

l

sities. As Santa Clara's closest neighbor,
Notre Dame had obvious advantages.
Attorney Robert Williams '55 and his
wife, Carol, met at an NFCCS convocation
at Santa Clara in 1953. She graduated from
NONUin 1955. "If my wife and I sat down,
we could probably make
a list of 10 couples where
l
the guy was at Santa Clara
and the girl went to Notre
Dame," Williams says.
At times, the school's
sibling relationship was
. more than figurative. Patrick
Donohoe, S.J., served as
president of SCU from 1958
to 1968. His sister, Sr. Joan
Marie Donohoe, was a longtime teacher at Notre Dame and a dean in
the late 1960s.
The advent of undergraduate coeducation
at Santa Clara in 1961 and at Notre Dame in
1969, however, loosened ties between the
two schools, to the point that today many
students at both would be surprised to know
of the historic connection. SS
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Jim Hulburd '82

The safe stuff
A heavyweight financial advisor on investing, charity,
and the downturn.
INTERVIEW

A

BY SCOTT

BROWN

Silicon Valley-based wealth
advisor for Merrill Lynch, Jim
Hulburd '82 has been named
to Barron'slist of the top 100 U.S. financial advisors for four years running. His
client list contains just 30 names; most
are high-profile executives from the
high-tech sector. Hulburd says he has
succeeded on behalf of his who's-who
clientele by "focusing on the safe stuff,
and leaving the go-go stocks to others."
Hulburd studied mathematics
at SCU and cites Professor Gerry

I

I

2009

can live with that, we discuss what could
go right.
When the decline accelerated, it was
too late to sidestep the disaster. The last
bear market was from 2000 to 2002,
and that took about 14 to 18 months
to recover from. This one will probably
take three to five years.
You oversee the charitable trusts of
several clients. Has there been a sharp
decline in their giving?

'93

Alexanderson as a key inspirationfor his command of the subject, his
breadth of knowledge ("He could talk
about mathematics or opera, you name
it," Hulburd says), and the element of
care he brought to the classroom.
How did you wind up in
your line of work?

One of my first introductions to the
world of money management came
when I was working as a bartender at
Lord John's, a pub that used to be across
the street from campus. One patron
worked in the industty and would always
talk shop to me. He said it was the worst
business in the world and I shouldn't get
involved. But I was intrigued.
How did you come to adopt your
conservative investment philosophy?

When I started, people were more risk
averse, with 80 percent of their portfolio
in safe investments and 20 percent in
speculative ones. Still, 90 percent of
all advisors were calling potential
clients talking about riskier stocks,
hoping to be a hero. I thought it'd
be smarter for me to be part of
•
the 10 percent calling on 80 percent of the assets. Plus, I'd have
sanity in my life.
What has the economy of the
past 18 months taught you?

It's been a validation that a portfolio needs a large amount of
safe-capital preservation. There's a
price to pay for abiding by this philosophy, which is underperformance
during good times. My clients are
already wealthy, so managing risk
is the first priority. But then there
is extraordinary out-performance
during bad times. When talking
about investments with clients,
I always discuss the worst thing
that could happen first. If they

I have extremely charitable clients,
and I'm a big proponent of their philanthropic interests. Once money for
their needs and wants is set aside, I ask,
"What are you going to do _forcharity?"
Overall, I've seen the amount donated
hold fast or even increase a little. But
the number of organizations receiving
money has decreased.
Has your Santa Clara education
influenced your being an advocate
for giving?

Absolutely. My Jesuit education left me
with the sense that you should always be
giving back. I'm not from a family that
could give a lot, so Santa Clara created
that sensibility in me. The school also
taught me to set a good example, and I
try to do that with my own giving.
Would you be interested in having a
client who is not interested in charity?

If a client has no charitable intent, I
still work with him or her. But I drop
hints from time to time. Ten years ago,
people were picking on Bill Gates for
not donating significant sums to charity, and he said, "Giving money away
is a full-time job. In case you haven't
noticed, I have a full-time job." Now
he's changing the world with his giving.
I had a client whose company was
going public. I asked him what he was
going to do for charity. He said, "Screw
charity. It's all mine!" Two or three
years later, I saw a significant flow of
seven-figure donations start from this
man, and they were all anonymous. I
have yet to meet a person who didn't
have charity in them. Sometimes it's
just a matter of time and focus, and a
little prodding.
Why isn't your methodology more
commonly followed?

Greed. My whole career has been about
not trying to be the hero. I just don't
want to be the goat. GI>
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Santa Clara County Superior
Court, and wife Anna Marie
Terry celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on Aug. 8
with a special Mass followed by
dinner with family, classmates,
and friends at the Adobe Lodge.

1943

Michael Filice and
wife Corrinne celebrated 63
years of marriage on June 1 .

1952

Marcel Fiore, M.A.
'66 retired from 36 years of
high school teaching and
administration. He coached
wrestling, football, and baseball
at Santa Clara High School and
baseball at Wilcox High School.
He's been married for 54 years
to wife Bev. They have four
children, including David Fiore
'79, and five grandsons.

1960

Everett Alvarez
Jr. recently joined the board
of directors of Grantham
University, an online university
serving working adult students
around the world. He is a
lifetime member of SCU's
Board of Fellows and serves on
numerous other boards.

1965 REUNION

195 6 Paul Conrado of
Ukiah is a member of the
Mendocino College Foundation
Board of Directors. He has
also served on a governing
board with Project Sanctuary,
an agency providing shelter to
abused women and children.

OCTOBER

1969

7-10,

Patrick Mason and Christine
Bjorklund '72 have been
married (by Fr. Pat Carroll at
Mary Lautze Garland '70's
resort in Sedona, Ariz.) for
33 years. He writes, "Chris is
currently a consumer quality
consultant for Diamond
Certified and podcast editor for
AIIBusiness.com." They have
two grown children.

1973 Joanna

1970 REUNION
OCTOBER

7-10,

2010

1971 Stephen

Joseph A. Braun Jr.

Randy and Helene Trescony
Frakes '70 celebrated their
40th wedding anniversary
this June. They were the first
couple to be married in the

1957 Lawrence F. Terry
J.D. '62, retired judge of the

At Nicolet for 17 years,
he previously worked for
Evergreen Valley Community
College in San Jose.

2010

is the coordinator of professional
development for the National
Council for the Social Studies
and led the third annual Teacher
Education Institute on Powerful
and Authentic Social Studies
on the SCU campus in July. He
lives in Carmel, with his wife,
Anne Gosch.

John Sanbrook J.D. '59
has published a biography of
his father's life, In My Father's
Time. He makes his home in
Yuba City with his wife of 46
years, Barbara Jean.

Mission Church after a hiatus
of 32 years. They live in San
Francisco and have two sons
and two granddaughters.

M. Moloney
J.D. '75 was appointed to the
Los Angeles Superior Court by
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger in
July. He previously was a senior
partner at Gilbert Kelly Crowley
& Jennett, having joined
the insurance and business
litigation firm as an associate
in 1975.

1972 Jim Honig, a history
instructor at Nicolet College
in Rhinelander, Wis., was
awarded the college's 2009
Faculty Excellence Award.

SCU

ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

SCU Needs YOU
Alumni giving participation is down eight years running. But you can change that.

White Ryder
is a regional director of funding
for The Hunger Project, an
international NGO, working in
Africa, South Asia, and Latin
America.

1974 Steve Flint has
joined the University of Idaho
Department of Rangeland
Ecology and Management as
an affiliate instructor.
Luis Hernandez writes that
twin grandsons Ethan and
Owen Hernandez were born on
Dec. 27, 2008, to son Erick.
Son Michael graduated from
Notre Dame in May. Hernandez
has worked for the city of El
Centro since February 1995.

1975 REUNION
OCTOBER

THE

7-10,

2010

Joseph Kovar is celebrating
the 25th anniversary of his
CPA and Wealth Management
firm, Sweeney Kovar LLP,
which serves businesses and
individuals in Danville.

ellow Broncos, I'll
put it plainly: SCU
needs your help.
Notice the benchmark chart depicting
alumni giving participa-

F

tion at some of our peer
institutions. The numbers
reflect the percentage of
undergraduate alumni
who make a financial gift
of any size to their alma
mater each year. As I'm

Benchmark: Snapshots of

alumni giving participation
College of Holy Cross

52.7%

University of Notre Dame

46.7%

University of Southern
California

40.1%

Stanford University

36.0%

Georgetown University

28.5%

Boston College

24.1%

Gonzaga University

22.0%

Santa Clara University

15.6%

sure you are well aware,
the contributions of alumni
are critical to the success, sustainability, and
prominence of all universities. Note, if you
will, Santa Clara's position at the very bottom
of the list.
At the top there's Holy Cross, a Jesuit
institution much like our own. Can you think
of any good reason why the Crusaders from
Worcester, Mass., have more than three
times the level of alumni giving participation as your own beloved alma mater?
Georgetown and Boston College also put us
to shame. Even Gonzaga, our West Coast
Conference rival, comes out ahead of us.
Note also the chart that documents the
direction of alumni giving at Santa Clara

during the past
seven years.
There was a
time, not so long
ago, when SCU
alumni stepped
up in far greater
numbers than
today. That participation fueled
the astounding
growth and

improvements
visible to everyone who sets
foot on our campus, engages with our community, or reads about the increased recognitions and accomplishments of the University.
As you've flipped through this magazine,
you've no doubt been reminded of your own

experience as a student-an experience
that was supported in part by the generosity of those who preceded you. Some of
you made it through to graduation only with
comprehensive financial assistance. But
did you know that even a student paying
full tuition at Santa Clara is covering only
75 percent of the actual cost of his or her
education? Alumni donations are crucial in
bridging this gap.

30%
27.03%

I

iii

Any contribution you make will help.
The bottom line is that alumni gifts
great and small sustain Santa Clara
University. Collectively, thousands of
individual gifts enable us to provide muchneeded scholarships, services, programs,
and facilities.
You may think you're not well-heeled
enough to make a difference. You've seen
the buildings on campus named after this
or that donor, and you think, "I can't give
enough to have even a water fountain
named after me." But consider: If every
Santa Clara grad contributed a mere $25,
more than $1 million would be raised to
benefit today's students. Last year, gifts of
$500 or less totaled more than $2 million.
Even a modest donation can give a valuable boost to Santa Clara's national standing.
Because alumni giving participation rate is
regarded as one of the ways to measure
alumni satisfaction with their alma mater,

SCU needs our help. Many of us have let
this go for too long. Please support SCU
with a donation at www.scu.edu/give.
Even $25 will be gratefully received. Dig
a bit deeper, and maybe we'll have a talk
about that water fountain.

25%

ffl
li'
I

desiring of the same Santa Clara education
that we were able to receive. But to keep
those dreams alive, their need for support
is even greater.

many foundations consider alumni giving participation when awarding grants for research
and student programs. Will Boston College
or (perish the thought) Gonzaga receive additional funding because we at Santa Clara
failed to rally enough alumni support?

The trend: SCU alumni giving participation

"There is
something about
Santa Clara that
you just have
to be here to
understand."

Today, the global financial crisis has
affected many of our students and their
families. These students are worthy and

Go Broncos,
20%

Grand Reunion2010,
October 7-10

LAURA TOWNSEND '74

(/J

5

15%
2000-01

I

Catherine Horan-Walker '69
National Presidentof the SCU
Alumni Association for 2009--1O
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Joseph Gartland Moore.
recently joined Hill & Co. Real
Estate in San Francisco. He was
co-founder of Ritchie-Hallanan
Real Estate Ltd., which was
acquired by Alain Pinel Realtors
in 2007. He and his family live in
Monterey Heights.

1976 Darren Evora MBA
'79, M.A. '96 is chief executive
officer of EMO FamiliesFirst,
California's largest children's
services agency, having joined
the agency in 1994. He is a
board member of the California
Alliance of Child and Family
Services.
Rose Herrera M.A. '87 is a
San Jose city councilwoman.
The tech consultant and
neighborhood activist previously
founded Cinnamon Software,
which manufactured applications
for businesses.

1977 Valerie D. Hanson
has been employed as an RN
at Lucile Packard Children's
Hospital/Stanford for the last
11 years at the Level II nursery/
special care.

1978 Stevie Coyle,
who toured for many years
with newgrass/jamband the
Waybacks, recently released
his first solo CD, Ten-In-One,
based in no small part upon his
postgraduation adventures with
the Royal Lichtenstein Circus.
Coyle tours nationwide and
lives in Marin County.

LB_O_tL_C_O_E__B__Q__EJ
LES

1979

Gary Bong is a
director in the Walnut Creek
office of Macias Gini &
O'Connell LLP, a statewide
certified public accounting,
management consulting, and
personnel services agency, after
working with BBR LLP and
KPMG. He also is treasurer for
the Monterey Museum of Art.
Andrew "Bud" Nemeck is
the program director of ESPN
Radio AM 700 The Ticket,
for which he hosts "Bud, A
Fan, and the Wingman." He
has been named Washington
State Sportscaster of the Year
and won an Emmy for his
coverage of the Bloomsday
race in Spokane, Wash.,
where he lives with his wife
and daughter.

1980 REUNION
OCTOBER

7-10,

2010

Frederick J. Ferrer is CEO
of The Health Trust and an
adjunct professor in SCU's
School of Education and
Counseling Psychology. He
was recently honored with
the Human Relations Award
from Santa Clara County and
named "Most Influential Latino
Civic Leader" by the Mexican
American Community Services
Agency of Silicon Valley.
Ralph Hipps recently took a
position with Toshiba in San
Jose as a staff technical sales

Helping students become
tomorrow's leaders

engineer (FAE)supporting
Apple computer. He lives in
Cupertino with his daughter,
Shannon, who's interested in
becoming an environmental
scientist.

1981 Edythe De Marco
is vice president and wealth
management advisor of the
De Marco Group for Merrill
Lynch and a member of
Merrill Lynch's Diversity &
Inclusion Advisory Council
to Management, a national
committee composed of 15
financial advisors.

1983

Paul McDonald is an
account executive for Agilair, a
business that does printing and
packaging for large companies
and was recently named one
of the 50 Fastest Growing
Privately Owned Companies
by the San Jose/Silicon Valley
Business Journal.

1984

Lewis Chew has
been named to the board of
directors for Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. He is senior vice
president, finance, and chief
financial officer of National
Semiconductor Co. in Santa
Clara. He has been recognized
on multiple occasions as one
of America's Best CFOs by
Institutional Investor magazine.

1985 REUNION
OCTOBER
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Leanne Patterson Porter
M.A. '95 is the director of
sales-West for TableCraft
Products, an equipment and
supplies manufacturer in the
food-service industry.

198 9

Bricken Sparacino

received the 2008 People
of the Year award from the
website nytheatre.com for her
work in independent theater.
She lives, acts, directs, and
writes in New York City with her
husband, Michael Birch.

"Through scholarships, I've benefited
personally from alumni support. A lot of
students couldn't go to Santa Clara if
they didn't receive scholarships."
Rachel Manfre '09

Even if it's something small, when each
person gives, all together those gifts
can add up to make an SCU education
affordable for someone.

1990 REUNION
OCTOBER

Contact the Santa Clara Fund
today at avolz@scu.edu or online
www.scu.edu/give

7-10,
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1991 Linette Escobar
spent the summer in Thailand
volunteering with an NGO
serving Burmese migrant
workers. This was her sixth
trip since the 2004 tsunami.
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Sher reports, "The same kids
who didn't attend school
before the tsunami are thriving
academically and even writing
amazing poetry in English."
In San Francisco, she is an
associate professor of English
as a Second Language at two
colleges and does grant writing
and evaluation work as a
consultant for nonprofits.

DeeAnne (Watkins) Gillick
recently moved to El Dorado
Hills with husband Bill and sons
William, 4, and Owen, 2. Gillick
is an attorney with the law
firm Neumiller & Beardslee in
Stockton.

1992 Nick Noonan

is
principal of Kiva Elementary
School in Scottsdale, Ariz. He
has worked in the district for
three years and previously was
assistant principal at Copper
Ridge School. Noonan has also
taught kindergarten and first
and fourth grades.

1993

Paul Bravo is technical
director for the Colorado Rapids
Major League Soccer team after
serving as a director for the LA
Galaxy the past two years. As
a forward for the Rapids from
1997 to 2001 , he helped lead
Colorado to the 1997 MLS
Cup and is the team's all-time
leading scorer.
Karen (Elam) Davis is in her
16th year of teaching at St.
Joseph High School in Conway,
Ark., as well as teaching a
college-level world history
course for the University of
Central Arkansas. She and
husband Chris have been
married for 16 years and are
the proud parents of Emma, 12,
and Wyatt, 9.

1994

April (Phillips) Cobb

earned a Six Sigma Green Belt
in October 2008 at Merck & Co.

1995 REUNION
OCTOBER
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Brighid O'Shaughnessy
is the founder and executive
director of Erasing the
Distance, a Chicago-based
nonprofit dedicated to
shedding light on mental illness
through theater. Productions
chronicle true stories and tour
around the country.

1996

Carrie Ann Shirota

has been named a 2009
Open Society Institute Justice
Fellow. A lawyer and advocate
in Wailuku, Hawaii, Shirota will
work to mitigate and reduce
the transfer of incarcerated
Hawaiians to mainland prisons
thousands of miles away.

1997 Mariaelena

Gonzalez

completed her Ph.D. in
sociology from Stanford
University in June. She is now a
postdoctoral fellow in the Center
for Tobacco Control Research
and Education at UCSF.

1999

Michael Decina

and wife Leslie Green '99
organized a group class
gift memorializing their late
classmate Armon Heddad '99
in conjunction with the Grand
Reunion campaign. More than
50 classmates have donated
in his honor.

Andrew Syvertsen and wife
Carrie (Littlefield) Syvertsen
'00 live in Seattle, where
Andrew works for FEAT, a
Seattle organization that helps
families with autistic children.
Carrie works as a high school
counselor.

2000 REUNION
OCTOBER
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2010

Tony P. Santos recently
opened Lunch with Tony, a
lunch cafe & caterer, in the
Alviso neighborhood of San
Jose. Tony and his wife, Laura
Anderson-Santos '00, reside
in San Jose.

2001

Anthony Schipper is
serving as a history department
chair at Palma High School
in Salinas. He and wife Katie
welcomed a baby girl, Charlotte,
on March 17. The family lives in
Carmel Valley,Calif.

2002

Jeannine Torres has
completed her MBA at NYU's
Stern School of Business,
where she was a Consortium
Fellow. She has also begun her
studies at Harvard's Kennedy
School of Government, where
she is pursuing her MPA in
public policy.

2003

What we did thissummer
8,030 miles across 15 countries and two continents in 37 days . ..
and four Broncos in one pint-size Suzuki.
rian Witter '06 wanted an unconventional vacation. At 2 a.m. one Friday in
August, playing Pictionary in the office of a Russian lawyer a few miles from the
border with Kazakhstan, he was sure he'd found it. At the time, he and buddies

B

Eric Bingham '06, Javier Gutierrez '06, and Jason Cohn '06 were driving from
London to Ulaanbaatar as participants in the Mongol
Rally. And they were trying to shake a gang of toughlooking guys who had shown a suspicious interest in all
the stuff they were carrying in their (uninsured) little red
Suzuki wagon.
The four Santa Clara grads set out on their epic road
trip on July 18. The finish line for the rally is in the capital
of Mongolia, but there's no single route; the trek can take
four to six weeks and traverse 8,000 to 10,000 miles.
There's also no winner. The journey is the goal, with adven-

Brian Witter '06

ture guaranteed. Eligible
cars are meant to be unfit;
engines have to be smaller
than 1.2 liters. Though they
make exceptions for especially wacky vehicles-e.g.,
a tricked out ice cream
truck or a fire truck covered
in fur. As for accommodation and repairs-you're on
your own. The League of
Adventurists International
Ltd., which organizes the
rally to raise funds for
charity, provides a clear
disclaimer: "The Mongol
Rally is very dangerous
and taking part massively
increases your chances of
dying compared with staying at home."

Arrival:
Witterandcrew

Witter and buddies
called their team Quarter Life Crisis. They drove to raise money for a foundation to help children in
Ulaanbaatar. When they folded themselves into the Suzuki, Witter was newly unemployed, Bingham
and Gutierrez had both quit jobs in sales, and Cohn was working for a film company in Hollywood.
He filmed the adventure, with plans of making a documentary. Then the cameras were stolen in
Budapest. But the team pressed on; they managed to lose the gang at the Russian-Kazakh border,
and after weeks of bone-jarring travel, they reached Ulaanbaatar.
They have no plans to hit the rally circuit again soon.
So was it worth it? "You could die," Witter concedes. "But it makes you feel alive, the most
alive you've ever been." MG
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See more pies and read the blog
from team Quarter Life Crisis at
santaclaramagazine.com.

Chantal Rodriguez

earned her Ph.D. in Theater
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KristinBusch'93 and
on
DanRaczykowski
Nov.8, 2008.Alumniin
Amanda
thewedding:
'93,Tori
Carlson
(Bush)
Sterle'94,
(Clainos)
Tonya(Laughridge)
, Chin'94,Jennifer
Kindle'94,
(Burns)
(Cossette)
Danielle
'94,andStacy
Paskins
'94.
Houser
(Coyne)
were
Alsoin attendance
'94 and
JeffFossatti
'94.The
JeffSpanks
couplelivesin Spokane,
Wash.,whereKristinis
a physicaltherapistand
DanrunsUnifire,a manufacturerof firefighting
andrescueequipment.

Ryanworksfor NetApp
andMelissaworksfor
WellsFargo.Theyreside
in SanFrancisco.

KimKelley'02,
M.A.'05 andScott
'03, M.A.
Lafranconi
'07 on June13 at
MissionSantaClara.
Kelley'99
Heather
wasthe maidof honor.
Thecouplemakestheir
homein theAlmaden
Valleyof SanJose.

fouryearsand
together
werejoinedbysevSamantha
eralBroncos.
'03
Bartholomew
Also
wasa bridesmaid.
Brendan
attending:
'04,Craig
Bartholomew
'04,andMelissa
Corica
'04,J.D.'08.The
Corica
couplelivesin Cathedral
City,Calif.

DavidSage'05 and
HeatherHilton'07 on
Nov.21,2007,in San
Davidworks
Francisco.
RamonMarquezIll
as anauditorwithMoss
'02 andNinaNejah
AdamsLLPoutof the
'04,M.S.'07 at Mission SanFrancisco
office,
SantaClaraonNov.
where,untilrecently,
1, 2008,afternearly
The
alsoworked.
Heather
eightyearsof courtship. couplelivesin SanJose.
SCUalumni
ColleenTeresaSmith Numerous
thewedding,
'06
MarisaRandazzo
Bernard attended
'94andGeorge
of
groomsman
Fillmon
including
Quintin
and
21,
June
on
Ill
Holzbach
'02.
Apolinario
SantaRosa,Calif.,on
Winery Paulo
2008,atVeramar
Va.Colleen Ninais a projectmanager Aug.15 in LosAngeles.
in Berryville,
Inc.Ramon
party:
Inthewedding
ana- forGoogle
worksasa program
wantedfugichases
Bubba
brother,
Marisa's
lystat theU.S.Census
livesfor theSantaClara Randazzo
'98;hiswife,
is a
andGeorge
Bureau
Sheriff'sOffice.
'98;
AmyRandazzo
forSetty County
projectmanager
Koscielak
Thecou- Theyresidein SanJose. Francesca
andAssociates.
'06;CarlyBird-Vogel
Va.
pielivesinArlington,
VivianRoldan'02 and '06;EllieMeneffee
'06;
Arnoldon Sep.
Timothy
Saldivar
andAngela
Isabel(Tibby)
5 in SantaCruzCounty. '06wereallinthewedRebeccaJenkins'97
guestsincluded dingparty.OtherBroncos
JamesZiegler Wedding
andSteven
'98,
Ramirez
Jose
Brian
in attendance:
Alumni
2008.
4,
onOct.
Will
'00,
Gaitan
Margo
'06,Nikki
Koscielak
Julie
in thewedding:
'07,andLianne Strehlow
Arroyo
'06,Katie
'97and
Vieillemaringe
'09.Vivian
MBA
Chun
'06,Lindsey
Reedy
Novak
CallieZamzow
anaworksasa systems
Hart'06,MikeVinvent
'97.Thecouplelives
techlystin information
where
in Philadelphia,
'06,
Craver
'06,Kendall
'06,
Ovenessoff
Isabelis a curatorforthe nologyat LucilePackard Varant
at
Hospital
'06,
Cawley
and Children's
Michaela
ParkService
National
Thecouple
Stanford.
'06,Joseph
AlexRhodes
is communicaSteven
residesin SantaClara.
and
'08,Joanne
forthe
Zanfini
lionscoordinator
'87,
McDonald
Todd
Orchestra. RachelBoll'03 and
Philadelphia
andJohnandMelissa
RogelioCalderon'98 BradMoodie'02,
Riley'98.Marisacur15
Aug.
on
'04
MBA
on
Conoley
andKaren
rentlyworksasa buyer
James
St.
at
Seattle
in
Jan.10 atAshleyManor
at USC.Quinn,a UCLA
of
maid
The
Cathedral.
Ariz.Bryan
in Phoenix,
grad,worksfor a sales
honorwasAnnHolmes
Stofferahn'98 served
in LosAngeles.
company
was
man
best
and
'03
Other
asa groomsman.
'03.Alsoin QuinnandMarisahoneyIreland
Kevin
alumniin attendance:
they
in Europe;
MattMurphy mooned
attendance:
MarkBrower'99,Tim
residein SantaMonica.
'01,
Garnet
Mike
'02,
'99,and
Henward
'03.
andMike-Sanchez
'98.
ChrisBurbach
JulieRyder'07 and
AaronJuarez'04 on
Hokanson
Genevieve
RyanLowry'99 and
July24 at CarmelRiver
'04 andRyanWhiteon
MelissaLucason Sept.
StateBeach.
Wells,
Indian
in
1
Aug.
13,2008,in LaJolla.
Calif.Theyhavebeen

Send us your notes!
Keep your fellow Broncos posted on what's happening.
By Web: www.scu.edu/alumupdate
By snail mail: Class Notes • Santa Clara Magazine ,
500 El Camino Real • Santa Clara, CA 95053
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and Performance Studies
with a specialization in
Latina/a Theater from UCLA
in June. She is the literary
manager and educational
program coordinator for the
Latino Theater Company. Her
work has been published
in numerous scholarly
publications.

2004

Manuel Perez is
dean of student development
at American River College in
Sacramento.
Steven Blomquist is on the
staff of Santa Clara County
Supervisor Dave Cortese.
He recently managed a
local restaurant and will be
a policy aide and unofficial
staff photographer for the
supervisor.
Heather Schlenger works as
a certified public accountant
with Kalfsbeek & Co., an
accountancy corporation in
Stockton, where she lives with
her family.

2005 REUNION
OCTOBER

14-17,

University School of Law,
where she is a professor of
legal writing.

James Leet J.D. was named
a 2009 Northern California
Super Lawyer by Law &
Politics. The list is awarded
to approximately 5 percent
of members of the Northern
California Bar Association.
Leet is chairman of the board
of McDonough Holland &
Allen PC.

1982 Lynne (Thaxter)
Brown J.D. has been certified
as a legal specialist in appellate
law by the California Board
of Legal Specialization of the
State Bar of California. She and
her husband and teenage son
live in Fresno.

1984

Kevin S. Bauer
MBA is vice president and
chief financial officer of Exar
Corp. He is responsible for
finance, accounting, treasury,
tax, and investor relations
functions. Bauer previously was
with WaferTechLLC and VLSI
Technology.

2010

1986

2008

Chandice Cronk is
in Spain this year after signing
a professional contract to play
basketball in Huelva, Spain,
for CB Conquero. The club
is located on the country's
southwest coast.

2010 REUNION
OCTOBER

7-10,

2010

GRADUATE

1960 Allan Nicholson
J.D. and wife June traveled to
Daytona Beach, Fla., in April
for Allan's 60th high school
reunion.
1972 Steve Siner J.D. is
managing shareholder of the
California business law firm
Hoge Fenton Jones & Appel.

1979 Leslie Burton J.D.
has been named the director
of the U.S. legal studies LLM
program at Golden Gate

Derek Granath MBA
is vice president of marketing
for ConSentry Networks.

198 8 Jacqueline Lopez
MBA celebrated 25 years at
Lockheed Martin Missiles
and Space on March 30.

1989

Denny Huebner
MBA and wife, Susan; son,
Brian, 19; and daughter, Anna,
13, returned to the Bay Area
from Nakuru, Kenya, after
serving as missionariesfor
three years with Rohi Children
Organization.

1990

Brooke Wagner
MBA is a member of the board
of directors of the Boston
Chapter of the National Investor
Relations Institute. He currently
serves as managing director of
Corporate Finance Group Inc.,
a Boston-based finance and
accounting consultancy.

199 5 Matt Armanino J.D.
is chief executive officer of
Armanino McKenna LLP of San
Ramon, the largest CPA firm
headquartered in California.

1998 Jolyn Silva M.A.
is the owner and operator of
Heaven On Earth: Skin Care
& Massage (www.heaven-onearth.net) with locations in
San Jose and Mountain View.
They perform therapeutic
massages, pampering facials,
and meticulous waxing.

1999 Cassandra Joseph
J.D. is a partner at Watson
Rounds, which specializes in
intellectual property litigation,
business litigation and
transactions, and insurance
law and defense.
Pallie Zambrano J.D. is
an associate with McManis
Faulkner and is co-president
of the Northern/Central
California chapter of the
Pajama Program, a nonprofit
that collects new books
and pajamas for children
in shelters.

2000

Jennifer Lewis
J.D. is a partner with Wendel,
Rosen, Black & Dean LLP
of Oakland. She represents
clients in various aspects of
real property transactions
and business matters,
including lease acquisition
and disposition of commercial
property, corporate formation,
financing, and compliance.
Matthew Powelson J.D. of
LaRiviere,Grubman & Payne
LLP has been elected to the
Officer Track of the IP Section
of the California State Bar. In
this position, after becoming
secretary in September, he'll
be chair in two years.

2004

William Overton
M.A. was named principal of
Ohlone ElementarySchool in
June after having taught uppergrade levels there for 27 years.

2008

Keith Gillette LLM
is a partner with Archer Norris
in Walnut Creek. His practice
encompasses trial work in the
areas of admiralty, intellectual
property, and large-exposure
tort litigation.

PatricKellyJ.D.'76 and
wifeConnie,of Morgan
Hill-their secondgrandKelsiNessa
daughter,
Engles,on Nov.21, 2008.

is a teacherandDerek
for Sonyin
is a manager
SanJose.

SamPartovi'95 and
Janine(Herpers)
Partovi'96-their fourth
GregoryMendizabal
on
child,MaryImogene,
'87 andJenniferWangAlexaXianlanMendizabal Oct.12, 2008,in Portland,
Ore.Maryjoinsbigbrothon Sept.3. Shejoinsher
ersJack,6; Max,4; and
sister,Kira,whoturns4 in
4.
Thefamilylives bigsisterSydney,
November.
Wash.
in Kenmore,
DavidTopete'95 and
wifeLynn-a boy,David
GavinNewsom'89
on July14. He
Tomas,
andwifeJenniferSiebel
joinshis bigsister,Eva
Newsom-adaughter,
Lucia,3.Thefamilylives
onSept.18 in
Montana,
in SanLeandro.
SanFrancisco.
(Hurley)
Genevieve
Curtis'91 andhusband
Curtis-their
Jonathan
secondchild,a boy,Charles
David,on May27.Charlie's
turned
oldersister,Caroline,
3 onSept.29.Thefamily
livesin St.Louis.
'92 and
RyanO'Connor
O'Connor-a
Stephanie
onApril21.
son,Cameron,
CamjoinsbigsisterKaitlyn
Reese,4, in the family's
Colo.,home.
Boulder,

Elissa(Andreotti)
Accardo'96 andJerry
Accardo'96-their first
child,AnthonySebastian
on May16. He
Accardo,
weighedin at 8 pounds
19.5inchandmeasured
es.Thehappynewfamily
livesin Pleasanton.

Mike Betz'96 and
Alisa(Harmon)Betz
'97-their secondchild
andfutureBronco,Henry
MichaelBetz,on Feb.5.
HankandoldersisterAlice
Walker lookforwardto meetingall
Jean(Houston)
Todd'92 andhusband
otherfutureSCUstudents
William at theirparents'15-year
theirson,Nicholas
Walker,in January2007.
reunions(if notsooner).
Kim(Sheldahl)
Steve'96 andKristen
Leane'93 andhusband
(Taylor)O'Sullivan
Brigham-babyKayla
'96-their secondson,
Leaneon May28.
Garnett
ColinPatrick,on Dec.12,
Heroldersisters,Emilyand 2008.Hejoinsbigbrother
Chloe,thinkshe'spretty
Miles,4, in the family's
Thefamilylivesin
special.
homein WestLinn,Ore.
Colo.
GrandJunction,
KristiMartinezO'Hara
KristaCarlson'94 and
'97 andhusbandChad-a
John-daughter
husband
girl,SabineIsabel,on May
onApril10. 26. Kristiteachesart at
MariaMargaret
School
Armstrong
Charles
Shelley(Carriere)
family
The
Belmont.
in
Sheridan'94 andhuslivesin SanFrancisco.
bandAndrew-theirsecondson,ParkerEdward,
Alison(Ehrich)Pariani
onAug.13, 2008,in
Steve-a
'97 andhusband
Darien,Conn.
on Dec.
boy,MarcoJoseph,
15,2008,in Burlingame.
Bridget(Branson)
Albert'95 andhusband Cathy(Miller)Justl'98
MarkAlbert-their second andDavidJustl'99Steam,in
son,Samson
Annakiya
theirdaughter,
joinsbig
May.Samson
Eileen,on Nov.
Yewibdar
brotherWilliamHawkeye 29, 2008,in Ethiopia.
in theirhomein Bend,Ore. Theywritethatshewas
intoourarms
"welcomed
MisaHorita'95
foreverMay8, 2009."
andhusbandDerek
UyemuraMBA'03,
JohnCarleton'99 and
Calif.-Ella
of Stockton,
wifeSheelagh-their
MayumionApril1. Misa

first son,JonahJohn,on
Ore.
March9 in Portland,

Jennifer(Ackman)
Hakes'99 andhusband
'98-their
Christopher
secondchild,Declan
on May4. Declan
Vaughn,
joinsbigsisterAnnika.The
familylivesin Sunnyvale.
Mike Hammel'99 and
Abby(Fake)Hammel
'99-their firstchild,
AinsleyDrew,on
daughter
Feb.10.
EricIwamoto'99 and
Wendy(Vu)Iwamoto
'99-their firstchild,
QuynhHaruko
Elizabeth
onApril13.
Iwamoto,
Thefamilylivesin Ladera
Ranch,Calif.

Mark Davis'01 andwife
Rachel-theirfirst child,
JacobKhalilAntounDavis,
on Oct.30, 2008
Janelle(Martinez)
Morgan'01 andhusband
BodieMorgan-ababygirl,
onAug.4.
Rose,
Victoria
ShejoinsbigbrotherLuke
Tyler,age3.Thefamily
Janelle
livesin Sacramento.
thefirstof
passed
recently
as
twoexamsforlicensure
andfamilytheraa marriage
studypist.Sheiscurrently
ingforthesecondexam.

NateAldworth'00,
M.A.'02 andStephanie
(Merlo)Aldworth'00Samantha
theirdaughter,
onMay16.Thethree
Claire,
in San
livehappily
Aldworths
whereNateteaches
Diego,
High
historyat Coronado
worksin
Stephanie
School,
and
financeat Qualcomm,
workshardat
Samantha
tryingto rollover.
GilbertAviles'00 and
NyreneBadalAviles
Layla
'02-a daughter,
GraceAviles,onAug.28
in SantaClara.
JasonandChristina
(Beck)Drogin'00-a
Drogin,
son,JakeWhelan
on March18.Hejoinsbig
Will,2.
brother,
Jill (Blasi)Olmstead
'00 andhusbandZacktheirfirstchild,Micah
Paul,on Oct.8, 2008.The
familylivesin Sacramento.

PauloApolinario'02
andMaya(Vestal)
Apolinario'02-a baby
boy,MarcoCruz,onJuly
29. Marcois theirfirst
child.
Brian'02,MBA'08
andMandy(Redkey)
Demmert'02, M.A.
Abigail
'03-a daughter,
on May17.The
Susan,
familylivesin SanJose.
Brianworksfor Oxford
andMandyteaches
Finance
fifthgrade.
ArthurObolsky'04 and
CaitlynGilleyObolsky
'06-their secondchild,
Obolsky,
MayaCharlotte
on July24. Shejoins
Alana.
oldersisterIsabelle
ArthurreceivedhisJ.D.
of
degreefromUniversity
SanDiegoSchoolof Law
in May.
Miranda(Mestas)
Vatterott'04 andTimmy
Vatterott-theirsecond
on
Tomas,
child,Benicia
Feb.20.Hejoinsoldersister EstelaPatricia.

MayorGavin
Newdad:SanFrancisco
gift
witha practical
'89 presented
Newsom
in September.
whileoncampus
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New books by alumni

FALLING DOWN
Cheryl Dumesnil '91
populates her debut
poetry collection In
Praise of Falling
(University of
Pittsburgh, 2008)
with marionettes
and picture books,
tattoos and
mitochondria. There
is desire and red
sea glass and the
smell of coffee and
star jasmine. There
is also falling down and getting back
up again. Of the title poem, she writes,
"I had been thinking about fallinghow as human beings we are destined
to fall, again and again, in our lives. We
fall into and out of love, we fall into and
out of spiritual practice, we fall from
the heights of great expectations into
the reality of human nature. We fall, we
get back up, we try again, we fall. Like
many people, I hated falling. I fought
against it. But then I started to wonder,
if falling is inevitable, is actually part
of the human condition, then maybe
falling isn't a problem. Resisting the
fall-that's the problem; that's where
suffering begins. So I wrote this poem
in praise of falling-the most human
of human activities." Dumesnil went
on from SCU to complete an MFA at
Syracuse University and returned to
teach at the Mission campus from
1996 to 2001. She now lives in Walnut
Creek. Her work has appeared in
Calyx, Indiana Review, and elsewhere,
and she is the editor of the collection
Hitched! Wedding Stories from
San Francisco City Hall and co-editor
of Dorothy Parker's Elbows: Tattoos
on Writers. SBS

In Praiseof Falling
Cheryl Dumesnil
God bless the sound of truck tires
rolling over black walnutsthat pop-half
percussion-downbeat

puncture, half
in the song

of falling leaves. And yes, bless that
inedible nut, the green globe turning
between the ground squirrel's
rodent hands. Let's praise them all:
the lawnmower projectile walnut,
the maker of dents in car roofs
walnut, that whole minefield
of ankle twisters littering
the exposed aggregate walkway
to the front door. And don't forget
our friend the squirrel-Bver hopeful,
nibbling off the nut's leathery rind,
ever stumped by the wooden shell
inside. Yes, let's bless the squirrel.
And how about that crow now
street-fighting the scrub jay
over the smear of bitter meat
smashed into the asphalt
by the neighbor's SUV? Oh hell,
let's bless everything that falls
in this autumn yard-those
Granny Smith apples saucing themselves
in the driveway gravel, the yellow
leaves spinning like Sufi mystics' robes
on their way down, and this swarm of
barn swallows diving, again and again,
like lovers who should know better by now.
Used with permission of University of Pittsburgh Press.
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Michael S. Malone '75, MBA '77
has a message for business leaders
and anyone interested in how corporations profoundly influence (and are
influenced by) the world at large: In
case you haven't noticed, new technologies and work practices mean the
old models don't
apply. Newspapers
ARRIVED and the music
industry know this
all too well. But
they're not alone.
In The Future
Arrived Yesterday:
The Rise of
MichaelS. Malone
the Protean
Corporation and
What It Means for
You (Crown Business, 2009), Malone
discusses the transformative rise of the
entrepreneurial society in the United
States, a topic he has addressed at
length in the pages of this magazine
("Liberty and the pursuit," Winter 2008
SCM'J. Nimble is the new catchword;
the Silicon Valley start-up is the model
for businesses large and small. Hello,
second billion of the world as consumers-with the third billion not far
beyond. Farewell, CEO as master of the
universe. The new business as usual is
a shape-shifting process where vertical
organizations and centralizing schemes
are coming apart; free-agent workers
are on the rise. But with radical innovation and adaptability, tension and economic uncertainty are increasingly part
of the mix, too. SBS
Cocn1U1orol1/10Vlm101co,po1ouo,.

•

In combat, rules of
engagement limit levels
of force and legitimate
IU!LES OF
enemy targets,
lllSE:s;<:.\< :E\11•::s;T
defining what is legal
11.. 1•,,1,,,,,.,,,.111 ...... ,
in warfare-and what
.. 1 \l,111 ... , 11,,,.,,1
is not. What happens
when conscience
tells soldiers that
their government has ignored those
rules? That's the thrust of Rules of
Disengagement: The Politics and
Honor of Military Dissent (PoliPoint
Press, 2009) by Marjorie Cohn J.D.
'75 and Kathleen Gilberd. Cohn is
President of the National Lawyers
Guild and known for her columns
about the Bush Administration and

as a commentator for BBC, NPR, CNN,
FOX News, and MSNBC. Rules includes
chapters on modern conscientious
objectors and the ramifications of freefire zones in combat, along with stories
of soldiers who refused to deploy to Iraq
and Vietnam. Inadequate medical care and
combat gear are part of the mix-as are
soldiers who speak out against what they
see as institutionalized racism and sexual
discrimination. MG & SBS

Laura Grimes '86
explores the biography and writings of
13th-century theologian and mystic
Gertrud of Helfta in
Wisdom's Friends:
Gertrud of Helfta's
Conversational
Theology (VDM Verlag, 2009). In a scholarly
study of interest to scholars and students
of history, theology, and women's studies,
Grimes offers a new take on St. Gertrud's
writing, which, she says, achieves a level of
theological sophistication that is generally
overlooked. Grimes is a lecturer in religious
studies at the University of Dayton. SBS
Anita Volta '80
would like you to
meet Patulous, the
Different Caterpillar
(Booksurge, 2008).
Shunned by the
other caterpillars for
his splotchy coloring, lonely Patulous
befriends Sammy the snail, Lily the ladybug, and Gabriella the grasshopper, who
teach important lessons about accepting
differences and true beauty. Inside: lovely
illustrations to enchant young readers, and
a special thank-you to the "wonderful professors and staff" from SCU. MG
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Kurt Rambis '80 has been hired as head coach of the
Minnesota Timberwolves. A former title-winning player for
the LA Lakers and their assistant coach for much of the
past seven seasons, Rambis was selected for the job based
on his emphasis on player development and up-tempo
coaching philosophy. He replaces Kevin McHale, the man
who famously clotheslined him while playing for the Boston
Celtics in the 1984 finals. (See a profile of Rambis in the
Summer '09 SCM.)
Charles "Chuck" S. Poochigian J.D. '75 has been
appointed associate justice of the Court of Appeal, Fifth Appellate
District by California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. Since
2007, Poochigian has served as an attorney with the law firm
Dowling, Aaron and Keeler. He previously served as senator
for the 14th Senate District and as assemblyman for the 29th
Assembly District. In addition, Poochigian served twice in the
state's executive branch, under Govs. Pete Wilson and George
Deukmejian. The new Republican justice fills the spot of the
deceased Justice Thomas A Harris.
David Murphy '68 has been appointed superintendent of education for the division
of juvenile programs for the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation.
He has taught English at the high school level and served as an administrator with
the Palo Alto and Alameda unified school districts and as superintendent for the El
Dorado Union High School District and Davis Joint Unified School District.
Zachary Zaharek '91, J.D./ MBA '94 led an informal Q&A with former U.S.
President Bill Clinton at a gala banquet and fundraiser in May. Held at the Bonaventure
Hotel in Los Angeles, the 14th annual dinner was hosted by the Southern California
chapter of the Association of Corporate Counsel. Previous speakers have included
Colin Powell, Madeleine Albright, Rudy Giuliani, and Tony Blair. Zaharek is the event
chair and senior corporate counsel for First American CoreLogic. More than 4,000
were in attendance, including judges, attorneys, and others who work outside the
corporate realm.
Heidi Keefe J.D. '95 and Rodger Cole J.D. '95 were named to the 2009 list
of Top 20 Lawyers Under 40, chosen by the San Francisco and Los Angeles Daily
Journal. Keefe is an intellectual property partner in White & Case's Palo Alto office.
She has taught classes at SCU's law school and has lectured at Boalt School of
Law and Stanford University Law School. Cole is a partner in the litigation group at
Fenwick & West in Mountain View, where he focuses on IP and commercial litigation
for high-tech companies.

The Fabulous Four
Four Santa Clara grads make this year's "40 Under
40" list in the Silicon Valley/San Jose Business
Journal. Kevin J. Albanese '96, J.D. '08 (age
35) is vice president and chief operating officer
of Joseph J. Albanese Inc., the family construction business. Marwa Elzankaly J.D. '99 (age
33) is a partner at McManis Faulkner; she also
works with nonprofits that mentor and help youth,
especially young girls. She is currently involved
with Muslim Advocates, a national organization of
Muslim lawyers. Joe Flynn '92 (age 39) is president and chief executive officer of Lavante, which

automates audit-recovery communication between
companies and vendors. Andrea Zurek '92,
MBA '99 (age 38) is one of four founding partners
of XG Ventures (standing for "ex-Google"), a venture firm focused on consumer Internet, mobile,
and online media sectors. She previously was the
first sales manager hired at Google Inc., where she
built and grew the West Coast sales team to $100
million in revenue. MS

Read more about the Fabulous Four at
santaclaramagazine.com.
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1931 Joseph Doetsch Jr.,
July 11. He was 101 years old.
1935 Jeremiah

G. Hickey
II, Jan. 30. The U.S. Navy
veteran worked for Hickey
Freeman for 33 years. He was
devoted to his family and his
church and loved photography
and poetry. He is survived
by his wife of 59 years, Mary
Catherine; and five children.

Firstwe pour,
then it rains

1936

Vintage Santa Clara XX.VI
kies threatening rain couldn't keep away
a crowd of 2,200 alumni and friends
of Santa Clara who descended on the
Mission Gardens on Sept. 13 for the 26th
annual Vintage Santa Clara wine
festival. Tickets were snapped up in less
than three days. Attendees sipped vintages
from 49 wineries, tasting Chardonnay and
Zinfandel, Rose and Malvasia Bianca,
and munched on comestibles from 15
restaurants-from
grilled artichokes to
focaccia to sushi to gelato. More than 100
volunteers and the Vintage committee
worked with the Alumni Office staff to pull it
off, with special support from Comerica Bank
and Openbottles.com. When the rain did
come, the day's events were already a wrap.
This year was President Engh's first
attending the festival. However,
another Jesuit school to the
south happens to hold a wine
festival: Fr. Engh's home until
last year, Loyola Marymount
University. SBS

S

Eat,drink,andbe
merry:Alumni,friends,
andPresidentMichael
Engh,S.J., (bottom)in
the MissionGardens.
PhotosbyAdamHayes.
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Bernard Walsh
Mehren, May 29. In a career
as a chemical engineer, the
South Orange, N.J., native
invented many detergent and
cleaning formulas, and later
he trained as a meteorologist.
During World War II, he
was assigned to the Army
Air Corps and based in the
Aleutian Islands, where he
and a colleague discovered
and documented the winds
aloft now referred to as the jet
stream. Survived by three sons;
six grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.

1940

Andre "Andy" T.
Bogart "Bogie," May 3.
The San Francisco native
was a longtime member of
the Saratoga Volunteer Fire
Department, retiring as captain.
During World War II, he served
in the Army Air Corps and later
worked at the NASA Ames
Research Center at Moffett
Field.

1942 Frank R. Petersen,
Jan. 16. A native of Reno,
Nev., he played football under
Buck Shaw and the Broncos
faced and beat the likes of
Purdue, Michigan State,
Stanford, California, Oklahoma,
and UCLA. He served in the
Army Air Corps in World War
II, attaining the rank of captain
and piloting a B-17 he named
RENO-vation. He flew more
than 60 combat missions and
received the Air Medal and
Distinguished Flying Cross. He
completed a J.D. and practiced
law in Reno. His son, Steven
'69, joined the practice in
1972. Survived by his wife of
62 years, Vera; his son, Steven;
and two grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

1944 John C. McPhee,
July 23. The 44-year Moraga
resident was a U.S. Marine
Corps veteran of World War
II. Survived by his wife of
63 years, Rosemary; two
daughters and a son; eight
grandchildren; and three greatgrandchildren.
1945 Rob Minister, July
6. The founder and president
of the Nevada Hay Growers
Association was also an officer
in the Nevada Cattlemen's
Association. After retirement, he
became active in Nevada civic
affairs and was appointed to
the State Board of Equalization.
Survived by a son; and two
granddaughters.
194 7 Robert

Board, Feb.
12. Survived by his wife, Mary
Lu; and two sons.

1949

Ed Van Vranken,
March 15, 2007. A native of
Stockton, he served in the
U.S. Navy as a fighter pilot
during World War II and was
awarded the Gold and Silver
Stars after seeing action in both
the North Atlantic and South
Pacific. After attending SCU,
he returned to Stockton, where
he worked in construction
management, and formed his
own company, Vanbilt. Survived
by his children: Mary Ida, Carol
McGurk '72, and Mark '81;
and six grandchildren.

1950 Allen Miller Elmore,
Aug. 13, 2008.
John R. Kennedy Sr., J.D.,
Oct. 31, 2007.
James Philip Lovely, April
19. A native of San Jose, he
served in the U.S. Air Force
during the Korean War. He
worked in the life insurance
business for both Guardian
Life and E.F. Hutton. He was a
member of Sainte Claire Club
of San Jose and served on
the boards of Saratoga school
district and San Jose Hospital.
Survived by his wife, Jean; two
children; and a granddaughter.

1952 Richard

Fitzmaurice,
June 30. A native of Lincoln,
Neb., he served in the Army
Air Corps during World War II
and was held in a Nazi prison

camp after his plane was shot
down. His family recalls that he
raised his six children to detest
war and to work for economic
and social justice. He worked
as an engineer for FMC for 30
years making farm machinery.
Ultimately, he retired as a form
of protest to the company's
increased focus on military
projects. Survived by his sister,
Annette; six children; three
grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.

Richard H. Shields, June 4,
2008.

1954 William J. Campbell,
June 15. He devoted much
of his time to Boy Scouts and
Cub Scouts. An avid reader,
he had a keen interest in
San Mateo County and San
Francisco history. In his later
years, he volunteered at Filoli
and at a senior center, helping
prepare income taxes for the
community. Survived by his
wife, Shirlie; two sons; and five
grandchildren.
1955 John Anthony
Buschini, July 11. A native
of San Francisco, he began
his career working as a sales
representative for General
Foods. He then moved to
St. Francis Pie Shop Inc.,
where he helped run the family
business. Survived by his
wife, Peggy; four sons; and
11 grandchildren.
1960

Gerald A. "Ben"
Benedetti, June 16. A native
of Salinas, he was employed at
Sandia National Labs for more
than 35 years, retiring in 1997.
Survived by his wife of 49
years, Nancy; two sons; and
two grandsons.

1968 Douglas Demmert,
Aug. 9. Survived by his
wife Pam (Edwards) '68,
son Greg, daughter Allison,
brother Henry '65, and three
grandchildren.
Grady B. Hall, MBA June 5,
2008.

1971 Gil Jones,

July 6. A
native of San Jose, he spent
the majority of his life in retail
management. Survived by his
wife and children.

1972 Raymond

M.
Barajas, Aug. 6, 2008.

Gregory "Greg" Gray, Feb.
27. A fifth-generation resident
of San Jose, he earned his
living as a real-estate broker,
developer, and investor.
Survived by a daughter and
other relatives.

1974

SERIES

FOUR:

Valerie Lavonne
Jacobs, M.A. Jan. 5.

GLOBALIZATION:

1976

BANE

William Thomas
Prewett MBA '76, M.S. '81,
July 6. Born in Calvin, Okla.,
he attended the U.S. Naval
Academy and graduated with
distinction in 1953 as first
in his class in mathematics.
He spent most of his career
working for 32 years with IBM
and lived with his family around
the world in places including
Austria, Virginia, Arizona, and
New York. Survived by his wife
of 23 years, Carol Ann; three
children; and six grandchildren.

1981 Anita Constance
Arellano J.D., June 21. She
grew up in Alameda, Calif., and
earned bachelor's and master's
degrees from San Jose State
University. She practiced law
for many years, managed
several political campaigns, and
served on both the Alameda
and Monterey Democratic
Central Committees.
1985

Donald W. Pray
MBA, June 7. Raised in the
Boston area, he completed
a 22-year career in the U.S.
Navy and served aboard the
USS Coral Sea as a chief petty
officer. He earned his MBA
while working at Underwriters
Laboratory, where he worked
for 19 years. Survived by his
daughter, Jane Pray-Silver; two
sisters; and six grandchildren.

1987 Ulrike Katharina
Johnson, June 8. The Puerto
Rico native's career was in the
hotel industry, where she worked
for the Rockefellers on the U.S.
mainland, in the Caribbean, and
in Hawaii. After graduating from
SCU she worked for Ritz-Carlton
and Starwood Hotels. Survived
by her husband, Robert '87;
and two children.

BooN

FOR HUMANITY?

vid Sanger
uary 14, 2010
yer Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
he Financial Crisis and the Loss of
America's Global Leverage
How can the U.S. navigate a
new economic world in partnership with China and India?
Join us for a lecture and book
signing with David Sanger, the
Washington correspondent for
the New York Times and author
of The Inheritance: The World
Obama Confronts and the
Challenges to America's Power.

Regina Rabinovich
April 13, 2010
Mayer Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Global Health: Taking Stock of
"Neglected Diseases"
What is the connection between
affluence and disease? Are we
taking enough responsibility to
avert a global health disaster?
Join us for the Gerald and
Sally DeNardo Lectures with
Dr. Rabinovich, the director of
the Global Health Pro@ram's
Infectious Diseases Development
team at the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.

All events start at 7:30 p.m. in
SCU's Mayer Theatre. Tickets
are $25; Osher tickets are
$20 each; a limited number of
free SCU student tickets are
available. For more information
about the series or to order
tickets, visit www.scu.edu/
speakerseries or call
408-554-4400. This series is
co-sponsored by SCU's
Center of the PerformingArts.
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See updatesat santaclaramagazine.com
Date

Sponsor

Event

Contact

ContactInfo

14

President'sOffice

President'sSpeakerSeries:
DavidSanger

Officeof Marketing
& Communications

408-554-4400
www.scu.edu/speakerseries

16

LosAngeles

AlumniNightat the Clippers

MichelaMontalto'94

michelafm72@gmail.com

17-23

AlumniAssociationAFO Volunteerto Help
RebuildNew Orleans

Mary ModesteSmoker'81

msmoker@scu.edu

20

SantaClaraValleyAFO

ChaperoneSHNS Boysat
SCU Men'sBasketballGame

Mary ModesteSmoker'81

msmoker@scu.edu

23

Phoenix

AlumniNightat the Suns

SeamusWalsh'94

swalsh@brophyprep.org

23

SeattleAFO

NorthwestHarvest
Food PackingProject

AnnemarieVivolo'95

annemarie_vivolo@adp.com

JANUARY

26

Sacramento

SacramentoMentorConnection

Marty Boyer'78

martyboyer@sbcglobal.net

28

Pittsburgh

PittsburghSpeakerProgram

StevenPrader'76

steven.prader@gmail.com

30

AlumniAssociation

ChapterWorkshop

Mariavon Massenhausen
'87

mvonmassenhausen@scu.edu

30

AlumniAssociation

AnnualPre-GamePasta Feed

MaureenMuscat'91, MBA '99

mmuscat@scu.edu

5

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

16

Monterey/Salinas

Annual Dinner

Nick Fanti '01

nfantl@johnsonfantl.com

25

New York

Presidential Reception

Katherine Kneier '05

katherinekneier@gmail.com

25

San Francisco

Santa Clara vs. Gonzaga Men's
Basketball Viewing Reception

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

25

Spokane

Men's Basketball
Pregame Reception

Joe Tombari '87

jtombari@gprep.com

27

Portland

Santa Clara vs. Portland Men's
Basketball Pre-Game Reception

Jeremy Solly '05
and David Thompson '01, J.D. '05

jdsolly@gmail.com
davidmthompson@gmail.com

28

Boston

Presidential Mass & Brunch

Mark Samuelson '87

marksamuelson@scualum.com

FEBRUARY

MARCH
5

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass & Lunch

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

5-7

Alumni Association

Annual Alumni Retreat

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

6

Denver, AFO

Service Project at
Arrupe High School

Steve Starliper '83

sstarliper@comcast.net

6

History

Annual History Alumni Dinner

George Giacomini '56

ggiacomini@scu.edu

11

Marin

Annual Dinner

Maria von Massenhausen '87

mvonmassenhausen@scu.edu

13

Board of Fellows

44th Annual Golden Circle
Theatre Gala

Karrie Grasser '70

408-554-6912

17

Sacramento

Annual St. Patrick's Day Lunch

Carol Chamberlain '76

carolchamberlain@comcast.net

21

Alumni Association

Easter Bunny Brunch

Maureen Muscat '91 MBA '99

mmuscat@scu.edu

22

East Bay

Alumni Night at the Warriors

Dave Tripaldi '65

drt@tildenproperties.com

23

Santa Rosa

Annual Winter Luncheon

Heidi von der Mehden '97

heidi.vonderMehden@arrowoodwinery.com

25

Santa Clara Valley

3rd Annual Night at the Tank:
Sharks vs. Stars

Nick Travis '04

ntravis@scu.edu

25

Los Angeles

L.A. Santa Claran
of the Year Awards Dinner

Michela Montalto '94

michelafm72@gmail.com

27

Catala Club

80th Anniversary Celebration

Sue Davidson

650-261-1833

Santa Clara University, a comprehensive Jesuit,
Catholic university located 40 miles south of San
Francisco in California's Silicon Valley, offers its 8,758
students rigorous undergraduate curricula in arts and

sciences, business, and engineering, plus master's and
law degrees and engineering Ph.D.s. Distinguished
nationally by one of the highest graduation rates

among all U.S. master's universities, California's oldest
operating higher-education institution demonstrates
faith-inspired va!ues of ethics and social justice. For
more information, see www.scu.edu.
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Santa Clara Magazine is printed
on paper and at a printing facility
certified by Smartwood to Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC)
standards. From forest
management to paper production
to printing, FSC certification
represents the highest social and
environmental standards. The
paper contains 30 percent postconsumer recovered fiber.

SAVE THE DATE!
Travel and learn with SCU
Alumni in Italy

Aug/Sept 2010
www.scu.edu/alumnitravel

Reflections
on the martyrs
Twenty years after the murder of
Jesuits in El Salvador
JON SOBRINO, S.J.
Translated by Juan Velasco
and Ron Hansen M.A. '95

flecting on the martyrs of
1 Salvador, I think of Julia
Iba and Celina. Julia Elba
was 42 years old, and she had worked
defenseless. Who is risking anything
all her life in the coffee farms as a
to bring them down from the cross?
cook. Her daughter Celina, 15, a
There is now more wealth in the
student and a catechism teacher, was
planet but also more injustice. Africa
hoping to get engaged to her boyhas been called "the jail of the world,"
friend the next month. But they were
a continent in the midst of a "shoah."
murdered on November 16, 1989,
Two and a half billion people on
with the six Jesuits at the University of
Earth live on less than three dollars a
Central America. They were sleeping
day; and, according to the Food and
in the Jesuit residency,
Agriculture Organization of
but the government
the United Nations, each
"The majority of
order was "not to leave
day 25,000 people die of
the earth's people
any witnesses." In the
hunger. In more than 100
pictures you can tell how
die innocently
countries, the widening of
Julia Elba was trying to
desert lands is threatenand cruelly, often
defend her daughter with
ing
the lives of 1.2 billion
after a life of
her own body. When I
people. And we are refusing
great suffering.
was told in a long disemigrants "a floor under
And they die
tance call who was killed,
their feet."
that was the thing that
defenseless. Who is
The economic powers
most caused my rage.
have
done nothing signifirisking anything to
There are many milcant
to reverse this history.
bring them down
lions of men and women
In one year the number of
from the cross?"
like Julia Elba. In fact,
the hungry has increased by
most of humanity. They
100 million, and every five
die fast in war and more
seconds a child dies of hunger. Because
slowly in the poverty caused by war. We
we could have prevented their deaths,
need only look at Afghanistan, Iraq,
international food expert Jean Ziegler
Palestine; at health disasters like malaria
maintains we could call those children
and AIDS; at ecological problems like
"murdered."
flooding and erosion; at natural catasThese are "the crucified people" of
trophes such as earthqual~es, where
our time. Martyrs like Martin Luther
the majority of the dead are those who
King Jr., Monsen.or Romero, and
cannot afford strong housing. The poor
Ignacio Ellacuria are famous and venlive on the sides of the mountains,
erated, but not the crucified people.
next to rivers, or along railroad tracks.
A paradox, since those famous marAnything can happen, and does.
tyrs risked their lives defending the
The majority of the earth's people
unknown majority of the population.
die innocently and cruelly, often after
Those are the ones carrying the sin
a life of great suffering. And they die
of a world that is killing them little

lli
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by little. Those are the ones who give
witness to the inherent suffering of
this world-who, as Saint Paul wrote,
"complete in their flesh what is missing in the passion of Christ."
Looking at them as a group, we
can say that it is in them that the God
of salvation has appeared. My friend
Ignacio Ellacuria wrote about it with
scientific precision. On my part, I have
written: "without the poor-or the victims-there is no salvation."
I have two final reflections. First,
that among the victimizers of the poor
or builders and directors of oppressive structures, there are baptized
Christians educated in Christian institutions. And, second, in the process
of canonizing saints, the Church doesn't
know how to consider the martyrs of
social injustice, and even more so, the
Church doesn't know what to do with
the majority of the men and women
from the crucified countries. May
that process be rethought. And may
the Church eagerly strive to give dignity to those majorities who carried
the cross in life and in death. We are
told in the gospels that those are the
chosen ones. e
Jesuit priest Jon Sobrino narrowly
escaped being murdered by a government
death squad in El Salvador in 1989. He
is a leading liberation theologian and
has devoted his life to helping the poor
and oppressed. On Nov. 5, he spoke at
SCU as part of the President's Speaker
Series. Hear a podcast of his talk at
santaclaramagazine.com.
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